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Introduction
A  fundamental problem in algebraic topology, the calculation of homotopy 
groups 7Tr(S” ) of spheres, was initiated by studies of several authors; Brouwer’s 
degree, Hopf's invariant and FreudenthaFs suspension method. Recently, G. W. 
Whitehead [22] [ 23] generalized H opfs invariant and Freudenthars invariant 
to enumerate several non-trivial homotopy groups of spheres. It is reported 
that H. Cartan, P. Serre, G. W. Whitehead, and W. S. Massey^  ^ have obtained a 
number of remarkable results2\ applying Eilenberg-MacLane’s cohomology theory 
of a group complex.
Methods employed here by author, are rather intuitive. Making use of recent 
results due to S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane [7], he constructs an elementary 
CW -com plex Kn  ^ the ^-section Kn of which is an ^-sphere S"", such that 
excepting Ttn(^Kn)=Z, all the other homotopy groups vanish. Generators in 
7rr(S )^» which are essential in the + ^  —l)-skelton and inessential in
y can be represented by the image of the boundary homomorphism: 
Ttr i^^Kn'^  ^y Thus, generators of can be realized
by adequately chosen maps in virtue of the construction of the complex Kn- 
Main results in this paper are stated as follows.
Theorem i)  7rw+3(S'*) -^2’24 for the genrator o f  which is represented by
( j i - ^ ) - fo ld  suspension o f  the H o p fs  fibre map:
i i)  7r^ +4(S ’*)=0 for 71^^ y
i ii)  7Tw,+5(S'*)=0 for n '^ 1 ,
iv ) 7rw+6(S^)=Z2 or Z 2+ Z 2 for *
v) 7Tw+7(S^ ) is the direct sum o f  Z\^ and a group o f  order for n^-3-
v i) TTn+8 (S'*) is a group o f order 2^  for  ^^10.
In Chapter I various kinds of notations are given and the excision theorem^  ^
due to A. L. BIakers and W. S. Massey is stated in order to be available under 
the removal of the restriction in dimensions. In Chapter 2 Whitehead product
1) Numbers in blackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
2) C f.  [4], [14], [15], [16] and Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. U .S .A . 57 (1951) abstruct 544.
3) Theorem I of [3].
is generalized to get certain types of products, called generalized Whitehead 
product^), which have much to do with the Hopf construction of G. W. Whitehead. 
In Chapter 3 generalized Hopf invariant and Freudenthal invariant are systemat­
ically discussed as a Hopf homomorphism of a triad .Bi)- Generalizing 
this homomorphism to define a Hopf homomorphism of 7Tw(X*; 6^ , X)» we obtain 
that X )  has a direct factor isomorphic to ;r^-r+i(X, 6**) ® , 6"*) in 
lower dimensional cases. In Chapter 4, essential elements in homotopy groups 
TTwCS’’) of spheres of special dimensions, are given and also their essentiality is 
shown by means of Hopf invariant. In Chapter 5, a homomorphism T  : 
7rw+i(X)/2;rw+i(X) is introduced in order to consider the element of order four 
in TTw+sCS^) (^ ^ 3), which Barratt and Paecher obtained recently. In Chapter 6 
it is shown how the suspension homomorphism of Eilenberg-MacLane^  ^ is 
interpreted as homomorphisms of homology groups of Kny Kn+i by making use 
of their recent results. Chapter 7-8 involve our principal results. Making 
use of preparations in the previous chapters, we can compute automatically 
homotopy groups of spheres. We calculate homotopy groups of the^z-fold 
suspended space of the projective plane, making use of T-homomorphism in 
Chapter 5.
Chapter I. Preliminaries
i)  In this section, we shall describe several notations, which w ill be used 
throughout this paper.
Symbols ( X ; X i , X o > ( X ; X i , , X^), (X , A , a;o),(X, A )  and (X,a;o) 
indicate systems of topological spaces such that X D X « , X i o  ••• oXtz3 
X D A ^ x o  and X ^ x o -  A  mapping is a continuous function of X  to
X^ and if / ( X i) D X /  and f(xo')=xo\ the mapping /  is indicated by / : ( X ; X i ,  
...,X ,^ ,A ;o )-> (X '';X / ,...,X / ,A ;o O • A  homotopy : ( X  ; X i , , X.», ato) 
(X^; X / , ...,  , W )  means that the homotopy f t : X - ’^ X^  carias the subsets X i  
and ATo to X /  and xo' respectively. If / : X -^ Y  and g: Y->Z  are mappings, a 
composite map gof: X-^Z  is given by (^ o /)(^ )= ^ (/(a :))  for x<^X-
. .. ,  indicates a point of the I'eal Cartesian space C of infinite 
dimension having the i-t]\ coordinate xn for i< n  and O for C>riy thus (a;i, ••• ,Xn') 
End ( j c i , 0,... , 0) indicate the same point of C.'^  ^ Define subspaces of 
C  by
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4) Products of this sort are also provided by A. L. Biakers and W. S. Massey ; cf. Bull. Amer. 
Math. Soc. U .S .A . 57 (1951) abstruct 165.
5) Cf.  [7].
6) The homotopy is indicated by symbol: f o ~ f i -
7) The ^-dimensional cartesian space is denoted by
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y ^  • ixi* ••• . Xn + l^lYlxf =  l|  »
E ’l i =  .:»r«+i)6S” U i > o j  , E l  =
E l t=  jc^ci.-.A T ^+O es'U i^o}, E l  =
S? =  {U i,...,A :« + i)€ S "k «  = o | ,  J>* = ( 1 ,0 ,. . . ,0 ) :
( 1 . 1 )  7™ =  | ( x i ,  ••• , X « ) 1 0 ^ X i  < l |  . P  =  ■ {x i ,  ■■■ ,Xn)^l''\IIxiO-~Xl') =  Q 
n  H  =  [ { x i , . : , x n ) ^ r \ x n < \ ] ,
ri =  ja i... ..A ;» + i)€ 7''+iU« =  o }, 7? =  C l ( r ^ i - i n .
/ ? = / ? n / r .  /" =  / ”+!. /o = c i ( / r ' - r - o .
K« =  Kl,„^^ and =  (0.... ,0 ) .
Thus £'*+iD.B”DS''-iD£^?70Sr^- —Int.£ ”-^ 1 =  S” =  E h ^ El i ,  E ht^E 'i
= s r ^  / ”D/ ”D a n d  Int. =
Let
( 1. 2) P „ : ( r .  O*) -> ( 7”, O*)
and Pn ' : ( i f ” ; /"-I, n ~ \  O*) -> (/” ; r ~ \  r ~ \  O*)
be projections from the points (1/2 ,..., 1 / 2 ,- I )  and (1/2,... ,1 / 2 ,0 ,- I )
 ^Qn+1 respectively, then Pn and P „  are homeomorphisms.
Let pnid): (JS**+!, S” ) — S'*) be the rotation through d given by
(1 .3 )  Pn{d)ixi, ■■ > Xn+l^ =  Cxi, ...,Xn-l, CO^ d ‘ Xn— '^V^  d ‘ Xn + 1, SlIi d ■ Xn + COS d ■ Xu+l} 
Define a mapping dni (S ” x £ i ,  S’' x S < > ^ y*)  by
(L4)
dnix, t } = ( t  + <il-t)x\f ( I  —/)aT2. ■•• . (I-^)Xm + !, (2 i( l-^ )( l- :S l)2 )  < 1,
= C - t  + (.l + t)Xi,il+t')X2, ■: ,(.l + Oxn + l, - ( .2- K l  + t X l - X i ) h  - l < f < 0, 
then dn maps S " x £ i - ( S ” xS® '^3'*x£') homeomorphically onto and
(1.4)' d „(E iiX E ^ )  =  for l< /< w  + l  •
Define a mapping (pn'. (7”, / ^ ) - (S ’*. 3»*) inductively by setting
(1 .5 )  4’iixi') =  f)i{27tx-i') { y*)
and (puixi.......Xn^  = dn-l{(pn-l{xi > ■ ■  , Xn-I^ 2xn-'i-) for
then (p„ maps Int. 7” homeomorphcally onto S'*"- ’^*.
Let £i: ( 72, 0* ) - < S i ,  >>M<)beahomeomorphism given by £i(jt;i,0) .-=,o(;rxl)(3’*)> 
and for X ^ P  by siC:K)=pi(7r)nPi(;tr).
Define homeomorphisms £«: (Z'*"* !, 0* )-> (S “, >>*) and $,*: ( 7”,/ ” )-->(£’*, S”" ’-)
inductively by setting sn 1 + K 2|._:1)\  ^ for
( x i \ ’ ->^xn)=en(xi,-“ fxn) and t e i \  and by setting sn(ix^=PlKenQx^') and 
en^PnM)==PlK~Ux^^ for x e r ,  where p^: and p^: E l - - E ^  are pro­
jections given by ^ +( i^» • • • » • • •  > 0). Note that (for ^ > 1)
(1 .6 ) S n Q n = -E l .  SnCD = E l  and en\t  ^ =Bn^l •
The calles and their boundaries p ,  E"", E%, and E l  are orientable
such that (pnf Sn and p^ preserve the orientations and P n  and p+ reverse the 
orientations.
Denote a subspace S"*x of xS® by S®, and define a mapping
by C xeS^-\ teE^^
(I. 7) (pnidn~^ \{Xy / ) )  =  ( pw(7t/2) O 2^-1), 3;>[>) 0<^<1 ,
= {y ^ .P n i-7tl2')odn^lix, 2^  + 1))  -  1 < ^<0 .
maps Int. E l  and Int. J?” homeomorphically onto (S'*-j^ >{<)x>j>k and 
x(S"*-3^>i<) preserving orientations, and ^nCE+n')=El  ^EL and (pnQEln') =  EL  ^E l-  
Let (7^ : (S^ xS ^  S ^ v s « ) ^ (S ^ x S ”. S” v s ” ) be a homeomorphism given by
(1.8 ) = (3^ , a;) . x, y e  
then we have
(1 .9 ) (Tn O (fn -= <fn <=> •
Define a mapping : (7^+^ P-^^)- ( S ^  xS ",  ^S^) by
(1.10) 4’p q^QX i * ... >Xp+q) =  {(ppQXlf ..* *Xp')> (pqixp + l f  ... »%p+q)) •
(pp,q maps Int. homeomorphically onto x -S ^   ^ hence
there is unique mapping q: (S^ xS^  S'^   ^S ^ ) (S^'*'  ^ such that
(1. 11) (pp.qOipp.q =  (pp^q.
Define a mapping 0p.q:  E^ by
(1.12) 0p>qix, y> t)  -  ((1-0a;i»  yi,  ••.» y^^i) 0^ ,^< 1,
= (^i ♦ ...» Xp+\i (1 + 0jVi» ••• » ( l  + O^ g^f+i) — l^^^O  ,
Where x=(^xi. y Xp+i)^t^^'^, y = iy i .  , ya+i) and t^E^.  th^n ( l )v . q\F^^
x/«+ ixInt. is a homeomorphism.
ii) homotopy groups
Define a sum /+*^: ( 7' \ / ' ') -  ^(X , ato) o f  f  and ^ : ( 7^,/"*) ( X , ;co) on the 
xi-axis 0~<i<n^  by
( 1 .1:3)i ( /  \-igY\^ x\y •••, x,i) ^ f  yXi> , Xi^i,2xi, Xt-k-iy ••• »x,d 0 ^ r .i< l ,
=  g^Xiy  . . .» X i - - \ y 2 x i - l y  a;*+!, ... » Xu) ,
and also define an inverse - i f :  (7'',/'*)-> ( X , jVo) of /  by
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( 1. 13)2 ••• »-^0 ••• fXi^i.l-XuXi+l*  ••• *Xn)-
It is easily sesn that the sums f  + ig on different two axes are homotcpic to 
each other, and the homotopy classes of /  form the (^absolute) homotopy group 
TinC^ X*xq) with respect to to the above addition.
A  mapping / :  (S'*, is called a representative of a € rco)
if the homotopy class of the composite map f  o (p^ : ( i " * , ( X , xo) is a. Define 
a sum f  + g  of f  and g:  (S'*, (X , :ro) and an inverse - /  of /  by
(1 .14) ( /  + ^ )(^ .-i(;c , 0 )  =  /  idn^Y< .x , 2^+1)) -1 < ^ < 0  ,
=  g{dn-i(^x* 2 ^ -1)) 0<^<1 ,
and i-f^(^dn^\ix.t')') =  fidn^i{x,  -^))»
then (pn{f -\-g') =  4’n i f )  + n(pn{gy (pn{ -  f  ) = -  n^ -pn{ f  ) and 0^(/)^(/^^(^) impUes 
f  ^ g ,  Therefore nnQX, Xo^  may be regarded as the set of the homotopy classes 
of / :  (S^, 3^>}<) (X , xo} with addition in ( 1. 14).
A  mapping / :  (/ ’'■*'^ ,0> i< )(X , ^) is called a representative of a^nniXyXo) 
if there is a mapping 0)-> (X» :vo) such that f  f \ J ' ' ) = x o  and
the class of ( i ^ /^*)-  ^(X , a;o) is a. It is not so difficult to show that
( 1. 15) I f  f : y y ^ ' ) { X , Xo') is a representative o f  a, then the composite 
map /o£^:(/'*^i,0^)->(X»;i;o) is also a representative o f  a-
The relative homotopy group TZniX, A , xo) is a set of homotopy classes of 
m appings: A> xo) with addition which is represented by
a sum and an inverse on the jt^-axis ( l< / ^ ? 2 - l)  as in ( 1. 13)i an'd ( 1. 13)2. A 
mapping / :  ( i ^ / ^ 0> | , ) (X , A , ato) is called a rep^resentative of a ^KniXy A, xo) 
if there is a mapping (/"*,/'*,0>|,)-^(X, A , ^o) such that f ^ f \  f  X D = X o
and the class of Z ' ' : ( 7 ^ - >  (X , A , xo) is a. A lso a mapping 
/ :  ( ;^"*, S”"’ ^3^^)-^(X, A , :^ o) is called a repi-esentative of 6c € 7Tw(X, A ), if the 
composite map /oe^: ( 7' ' ,/^,0, [ < ) ( X ,  A , .'\;o) is a representative of «.
The triad homotopy group tzv^X ; A.B,xo')  is a set of homotapy classes of 
mappings : (7 *^; 7+“ »^ 71"^ /"""O (X  ; A, 'Vo) with addition which is re­
presented by a sum and an inverse on the Xi-Bxis ( l < i < n - 2) as in ( 1. 13). 
Since ( 7^'-^7" '- i) - > ( S " - ^ 3^ >0 maps 7-" i and Pr^ to and
respectively, there is a mapping (pn : (7''; 7'^ “ ,^ 71”  ^ /"') E l ,
that 0 l^7'*"'--=(/’w-i and (pn maps 7" * - homaomorphically onto E'^-y-^- As is 
easily seen, any extensions 0^  of 07?,-i-=0wl7'*"'^  are homotopic to each other. 
A  mapping / :  (£;'*; > (X  ; A , 5 , a'o) is called a representative of
a € TZniX ; A , B, xo) if the composite map / o  : ( 7  ^ ; 7r''» / ' " 0 - - (X A , J5, jvto) 
represents <oc. A ’so a mapping / :  ( 7''; 7”""  ^0>|,) -> (X  ; A^ByXo) is called a
8) The existence of such mapping is clear.
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representative of a, if the composite map /o  3' )^ —►
{ _ X ‘, A , B  Xo') is a representative of a.
Let / :  { X , x o ) { . Y , yo) be a mapping, tor any mappings and gi:  
-* iX ,X o )  we have that gi^-g2 implies f  ° g i ^ f  o g  ^ and that / o ( ^ i  + < 2^) 
=^if °g i)  + t i f  °gi)-  Therefore /  induces a homomorphism
(1.16) Unix, X o )-*  TCniY, y o').
Similarly mappings / i:  (X , A ,x o )— ( F .B .  '^o) and /2; (,X; A , B, x o )-* Y ■, C, D, yo) 
induce homomorphisms
(I. l e y  / f ; 7T„(X, A, xo~) -  KniY, B, yo') .
and f * : nn{X A, B,xo) -^KniY; C, D, 3’o) •
The mapping / : ( i" . xo) is regarded as the mapping / ;  (/>*, i ”-!, / ”“ i)
-»-(X. xo. xo) and this implies the natural isomorphism
(I. 17) f  : nnix, xo) — Kn C x , Xo, Xo) ■
The mapping f : i l " ,  J ’‘~''-)-* i X ,  B, xo~) is regarded as the mapping 
y . ('2«; jK -i, /<*-1, K “~^)-^{X; xo,B, Xo) and this implies the natural isomorphism
(1 .17)' j ' : TiniX, B, xo) TCniX ; x o ,B ,  xo) ■
Define a boundary (?/: ( i * * " ! , / " " i ) (A . xo) of / ; /"" i)-^  (X . A . xo)
by df=f\l"~'^,  then f ^ g  implies d f ^ d g  and d i f  ^ i g ) = d f  ^ r^ f^ iox 
Therefore we obtain the boundary homomorphism
(1.18) . d \ TtniX, A , x o ) - ^  Kn-i iA,  Xo) f o r « > 2
Define a boundary  ^^  f : i -^^  ^■. r ~ ^ ) -* i A ,  A  r,B, xo) of / : ( 7” ; 7: - i ,  
in-i^ jn -\)^ iX -^  A . B, Xo) by 0+ / ( x i . . X k )= /(x i. •••. Xw-2. 2x k _ i-1, 0) then 
implies/3+/= i^5+  ^and 0+(/+<g-)=j3+/+«0+  ^ for Therefore we
obtain the boundary homomorphism
(I. lS y  j3+ ; TZniX', A ,B ,  Xo)-^ Zn-\iA, A r\B, Xo') for «i>3.
The following properties ai-e well known,
(1.19) i)  I f  f  is the identity map, then f *  is the identity homomorphism-
ii) i f  ^  gJ^ = f * °  g^ ' •
iii) f — g implies =
(1.20) The sequence of the homomorphisms
j  0 i*
-------> TCniX,Xo)----  ^ nniX,A,Xo)----> Kn-liA,Xo) ----> 7tn-liX ,X o)----> (w > l)
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is exact, v»^ here i ; A ^ X  is the injection and y* is the composite homomorphism
j '  injection 
TtniX,xo)'— > ;r„(X, x o .x o ) --------- > TiuiX, A, Xo)- A n d a is o th e  sequence of the
homomorphisms
}' i*
“ • nn(^X, By xq)---->7in(^X; Ay By Xo) — > ArxB, ato) —  ^7t,2~i(X, -B, xq)~^--
(^>2)
is exacty where / ; (A , j t ; o ) ( X ,  a:o) is the injection and is the
y
composite homomorphism TtniX^  By xo) — -> nn(^X; By xo) rcniX; A, By xo).
( 1.21) In the following diagrams the commutativity relations hold;
^ 7In(^Xy Xo) 7ln(^Xy Ay Xo) Tln^lQAy Xo)"^ TCn-^l(^Xy Xo) ***
/* I /* |(/ l^ )*  [ f ^
* Hn(JYy yo) TlnQY» By yo) TTw-iC^ j Tln^lQXy yo)
and
 ^7Tn(^ Xy By Xo) '  ^Un( X^ \ Ay By Xo) '  ^Kn-^ \(^ Ay Af-^By Xo)  ^7ln’-\(^Xy By Xo)
g-^  I [ ( g \ A r  I
 ^7ln( Y^ y Dy jVo) 7ln(jY \ Cy Dy Jo) Kn^ \(^ Cy O f^Dy 7Zn~-\(JY y Dy jVo) '*
where / :  iXyAyXo)-^(^Y.By yo) and ( X ; AyByXo^-^QY; C ,D , 3^ 0) are mappings.
Definition (I. 22) Tio(X)=O if and only if X  is arcwise connected, 7Ti(X, A, a;o)= 0  
if and only it the injection homomorphism rciQAy xo) ^  niQXy xo) is onto, and 
7V2CX; AyByXo^=O if and only if the injection homomorphism /* : nziAy Ar^By xo) 
7T2(X, By Xo) is onto.
X  is caHed n-connected if Tri(X^ iJCo)=O for 0< i< n - iXyAyXo) is called 
n-connected if 7To(A, j^o)=7ro(X, :;tro)= 0  and miXy Ay Xo^=O for l < i < n -  (X  ; 
AyByXo) is called 72-connected if (A , ^o) and ( 5 , ^o) are !-connected 
and TTi(X; A , By a;o)=0 for 2< i< n -
i l l)  The main theorem of Blakers and Massey [3] is described without restric­
tion in lower dimension ;
Theorem (1.23) I f  X  =^Ont A ) ^ O n t  B)y QA, Ar^B ) is m-connected and 
QBy Ar\B) is n~connectedy then the triad ( X ; Ay B )  is Qm + n)-connected 
Qm ^n^l)-
For the case /?>>2, the proof of theorem was given in [3].
We shall prove this theorem for the case n= l-  W ith normalization process 
in §3 of [3], any elements of 7 i q ( X Ay B )  is represented by normal form 
/ :  ( i ^  r - i ,  /^-1) — ( X  ; AyB)  such that
/ - K A )  D iV (M )"^ /"-! and f - KB) Z) C lQ P - N Q M ) )  .
Suppose 2<^ <m  + l ,  then dim. M < q - m - l ^ ^ y  and therefore A^(M) = Y ^ j» 
where al and r] are finite number of disjoint rectilinear closed cells in P  -  
such that =  0 and are faces of r ]  •
Since ^1^ 2, we can take segments tj from each point of r] to point of in 
iV (M ), such that are disjoint to each other. Set P  tj^ N {M .)^  1'^ ^^  
and 0 =Cl(i'^ P"*), then interior ol Q is an open ^-cell and its boundary is 
{.Pr\Q)^r~^  and (.Pr\Q)n,r~'^=t‘ -^ - Therefoie is a retract of Q and
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let its retraction be n :  Q -^ P r\Q -
Since QB, Ar^B') is !-connected, f \ ^ t j  is deformable into A r e l a t i v e  to y / j ,  
and extendabie to whole homotopy of (7®; such that the resulted map
/ i : Ql  ^ ; i B )  satisfies the conditions
Z r ^ (A ) D P  and / r W D Q .
Equations /i+f 10 -=/i o n  and /i+^  IP  = f i  IP  define a homotopy of / i^ /2, and /2 maps 
in A- A^so a retraction of P  leads a null-homotopy of /2 and nul  ^homotopy 
of / .  Consequently any element of nq(iX; A , 5 ) is trivial for + h  and the
proof of theorem is comleted.
Let A ^ B , A , B  and X  be subspaces of X x/^  given by A 7^ = ( A r ^ B ) x / ^
an d Z = A "^ B , and let : ( A ( A o B ) x ( l ) )  
"^ (A , :)Co) and ^ : QA* A r ^ B ) QA, xo') be mappings identifying the subsets 
(Ar-k^)x(^) A ^ B  to single points.
For convenience we shall give a sufficient condition to omit the condition 
X - I n t .  A ^ In t. B  of ( 1. 25).
Definition ( 1. 24) The pair (^ 4 , A ^ S )  is smooth if and on^ if there is a 
homotopy h t:  i A ,  A r^ B )--^  QA, A r ^ B )  such that htQx^=^Qx,t') for x ^ A r - , B -
Lemma (I. 25) i)  I f  QA, Ar^B) is smooth and X  =^A^B, then triads ( X ; A , 5 ) 
and ( X ;  A, S )  have the same homotopy type-
ii)  I f  A is a retract o f  A x/^ , then (A , A o ^ )  is smooth, and a combinatorial 
pair i K ,  L') is also smooth-
iii) Let (j): {X , A)-^ {Y , B )  be a mapping such that 0 l X - A  /5 homeomorphism 
onto Y - B ,  and i f  QX, A') is smooth then QY, B^ is also smooth-
iv) I f  QA, An^B ) is smooth then (A, (A r-^ B )x (l))  and (A , A o ^ )  have the 
same homotopy types-
v )  I fQ X ,  A )  /5 smooth, then QX x/^  X  x P ^ A x I ^ )  and QX x/^  X  X(O)"^ A x i^ )  
are also smooth-
From the lemma we have (Ci. [3])
Tiieorem ( 1. 25) I f  QA, Ar\B) is smooth and m-connected, QB,Ac^B^ is 
n-connected, Ar^B is reconnected and X = A ^ B ,  then
i) ( X ;  A , B )  is Qm + n)~connected,
ii) the induced homomorphisms (j)^ : UpQA, A r ^ B ^ upQA, Xq^  are onto for  
p < m  + n + ^  ^ and isomorphic fo r  p ^ m  + n,
iii) and the injection homomorphisms : npQA, A r \ B ) r v p Q X ,  B )  are isO' 
morphisms into fo r  p-im  I r and their image are direct factors o f  npQX,B'), 
and ive have 7ZpQX,B)^ npQA, Ar^B)^\) npQX\ A. B)-
Let Xi*. (£"*. S'"“ ^y.!<)-->(X*, X,:\;o) bs mappings such that are
homeomorphisms, X i Q E ' ^ - X  and hQE'^ are disjoint to
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each other. The mappings Xi will be referecl to tis characteristic maps, and we 
donote6r-=X,(£^), = and£^--=^6^^ By iii) of (I. 25), (6^
is smooth and the theorem ( 1. 26) is available for the triad ( X * ;  6”, X ).
Set =  <=^%.<£|_"^[1/2, 1]), y ,  =  6 r-In t. a^
V Y  = \;^Yi- The pairs (f"*, <5"*) and (6^, y )  have the same homotopy
type, and in the exact seq u en ce---- * npia”, ----> ;rp(£”, y)-^7r„(£” ; f;” , F ) —
7rj,-i(£”, o") . . . ,  i*  is equiva’ent to a homomorphism: Z *: S  7f3>C-E”> S"“ i ) -*
i
6™) which is given by +««+ «i)+  +Zf(««)+ ••• • From
i) and n i) of ( 1. 25) we have
Corollary. ( 1. 27) %*: S  S”~i) —‘ 7Tj,(6’‘, 5” ) ore isomoprphisms into and
TCpiS", 6” ) ^ S  TtpiE' ,^ 5^ ) for  i><2« - 3, and i f 's" is m-connected
i
X* is onto fo r  p ^ n + M in -  (»j,m—1 ) - 1 -
Chapter 2. Suspension, Products and Hopf costruction. 
i )  Suspension
Let d : ( X x £ ^  X xS® '~ 'xox£ i)-^ (£ (X ).^ o) be a map identifying the subset 
X  X S ® X £1  to the single point xo, and denote X + = J ( X x [ 0. 1])  and X - = d ( X  
X [ - 1, 0]). E i X )  is called a suspended space o f  X ,  and we identify the point 
a: of X  to the point (a;,0) of E i X ) ,  thus £ ( X ) = X + ^ X -  and X = X + r ^ X -  
gM+i ig a suspended space of S™ with respect to the shrinking map dn of ( 1. 4).
Define a sum f + g  o f  f  and : ( £ ( X ) . : c o ) ( Y .  3’o) and an invers - f  of 
/  by
(2 .1 )  i f + g X d i x , t y ) ^ f i d i x , 2 t - ^ l ' ) ' )  Q < t < l ,
=  g id ix ,2 t  + l')) - 1^ ? ^ 0 .
( - ^ f) (d (x ,  0 )  =  f i d i x ,  - 0 )  - l - ^ t < 0 . 
then the homotopy classes 01 /  form a group, which coincide tc the fundamental 
group of the function space Y g = I f -  A '-^ Fl/(xo)= > ’o}. with reference point/0: 
X -3 'o -
A  suspension imap') £■/: (i"*+!, r + 0 - - ( -E(X), aro) 0 / / :  ( i ”,r ) - ( X ,A ;o )  is 
defined by
(2.2) E f i X l ,  ■■ ,Xn*\) = d i f i X i , . . .  ,xn'),2xn + l - l ' )  .
then we have E i f + i g ')  = E f + i E g  and E i ~ i f ^ = - i E f  for l < i < n ,  and there­
fore we obtain the suspension homomorphism
( 2. 3) E  : n„{X,  xo) -  7r™+i(£(X), xo') ■
For / :  i r , t ”' ')-*iX ,xa ')  and g^,g,.: ( £ ( X ) , ; c o ) ( F.  3’o) we have
( 2. 4) ig-i. + g z ) o E f  =  g x o E f  n^igioEf and i - g ' ) o E f  =
Since ^ + and X -  are cortractible, the exactness of the homotopy sequences
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of the pairs sr.d (^E{X')y xo) lead that the homomorphisms
d \ - K n ^ i i x X ,  Xo)-^ n „ { X , x o )  and j * :  n n i E W ,  x o ) - ^  n n ( .E { X ^ ,  ' X - ,  xo') are 
isomorphisms onto. Consider the diagram
( 2. 5)  ^  ^ ^
-  yrn+iCBCX) : X+, X _ )— >7r„(X+, TTnCEiX'), X i tnQEi X'); X+, X - ) — -
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7 r „ _ i ( X )  - -----^ T t n i E i X ' ) ' )
where J = 0 o(3+ and I = f ' o  j*. It is easily verified that E^j*-ioi*od~'^  and that
A E I
the sequence of the homomorphisms •••.— >---->■— > ••• is exact. By ( 1. 23), v )
of ( 1. 25) and i) of (1. 26),
A A
( 2. 6) i f  X  is r-connected and smooth, then {E{X\y X X - )  is ( 2r + 2)-connected 
and therefore the suspension homomorphisms E  \ r . n i X ^ TtnAriiE')) are isO' 
morphic for n<2r and onto for  ^=2/ +1.
Ncte that
( 2. 7) i f  is a map snch that Sn^(f\t^'^'^)is a represent- 
ative o f  an element aGTrw(S )^ and i f  g: (7^ * ^ ^ » is a representative 
o f  i3 6 7T/+i(X)» then the composite mapping g^f:  ^xo) represents
 ^  ^EQa) C TCnCXf Xo)-
Define a mapping : ^X x T ,  X  x o x T ) - ^  (iE%X), x)  inductively by 
setting = d  and D^{x,ix\y , Xn)) = d i D ^ ' ' ^ i x , i x \ y , Xn^i),2xn-l)y where 
E \ X )  indicates the ^-told suspended space of X- Since maps X x l ^ - Q X  
X X o X l ^ )  homeomorphically onto E \ X ) - X o y  we can define a mapping 
^ n : ( X x S \ X " ^  S^) — Q E \X ).x o )  such that
(2.8) <!>rlx,ipriy))=-D\x,y) x ^ X .  y
Define a product f  x g :  B )  of / :  ( / ^ /^) -  (A , «o)
and g: ( 7^ /^) — (B , ^o) by
( 2. 9) ( /  X^)(a;i, ,Xp+q) = Q fix i ,  ... yXp). g<ixp + ly ... yXp + q))y
then f ^ f \ g ^ g ^  implies f x g ^  f ^ x g '  and hence a product axfi enp+qCA 
x B y A ^ B )  of a ^TtpQA) and ^ejtqQB) is defined. If f :  t ^ ) ^Xy xo) is a 
representatve of a€7^.^(Z), we have by Q2.S) (j>n(f X(pn)Qx.(iyiy... y y n )) = D % f (x)y
Qyiy . . . ,  3^0 -  d Q D ^ - ' K f M . Q y i y  ... y yn-i)y  2 y n ^ l )  =  B D ^ ^ K f i x ) ,  (j^ i, . . . ,  3^ .-1 ) )
^  =E^fQx)y in which E"^  indicates the >«-fold suspension. Therefore
(2.10) ^lQaXcn)^E\a), when Cn^'^  is the generator o f  Ttn (S'*) represented by 4’n- 
Finally we remark that the suspension E f  of f :  Qr\ t"^ ) QX, xo) satisfies
the condition C  X^, X -  and E f\x i ,- . . ,x » ,^ ^ ]= f( ,x i, . . . .x n :> .
9) This notation: will be used through the paper.
and th st if a map F :  (E(X )» xo) satisfies this condition then we
have E f^ F ^
ii) Products.
The original {product of J. H. C. Whitehead \_f, g]\  0) (X , rco) of
/ :  (X , a:o) and g\ ( i ^ ( X,  a;o) is given by
( 2. 11) ( x i , ... ,Xp+q  ^ = f ( x i f . - .  fXp  ^ Cxp+1>--’ X^p^ g) € ,
“  ^CxP+ I t ' ‘ • 9 Xp-^ q^  (^ Xl * ‘ • 9 Xp^  C i >
or [/, ^] U  3^ , O ) = / ( ( I - . . , ( 1- 0 ^.) 0« 1 ,
If ft  and are homotopies, then is a homotopy from [/o»^o] to
C / i » ^i] and therefore the product [ a ,  Ti'p-fa—I (X , a;o) of a e T r p C X f X o )  and 
^TTqCx, Xo') can be defined. Let ii: A -*  A'^ B  and h  \ B  are injections
such that «i(«)=(«,6o) and iiib')=iaQ,b). By ( 2. 9) and ( 2. 11) we have for 
/ :  ( 7^ ,/ ^ ) - ( y l .c o )  and : ( i ^ / « ) -  (B.i^o)
(2 .12 ) L h o f , h o g l i = f x g \ i ^ * ' ’ .
Let / ;  (S^, y}-->Cx,xo) and g:(,S'',y*)-*(X,xo') be representatives of a^rtpCX') 
and JScr^(X) respectively and !et ( S ^ S", 3’*X3’*)"^ (X . aro) be a mapping
such that ( /  ^^)(a;. >>*)=/(%) and g^iy^ .xO ^ gix '')  for x € S ‘’ and x' £ S ’‘ - 
Then the composite map
( 2. 13) ( /   ^ r^) O <pp>a ■ (/^^^O*) -  (S*” V 3>*x ^*) -  (X . ^o)
is a representative of
Now we defi.ne a (relative) product \^ a, 0']r r^tp+q-i{X> A, xo} ot a^rcpiA, xo) 
and /3 e TtqiX, A , x). Let / :  CF,  /^) -  {A, xo) and g U ”, r~ '^)-^iX , A, xo') be 
representatives of « and (3 respectively. Define a mapping (/, g ) r : 
/*'+ «-i,0 *)-(x,A ..'C o) by
( 2. 14)' ( ,/ ,g y ix i- - - -  ,Xp-i-q') = f ix i , - - -  ,Xp~) Qxp+l, ■■ ,Xp+q')Z ,
~  g(.Xp + l> ■■ > Xp + q') CXlt Xp^   ^ t
and define a relative product [/ , : ( i ® ' * ' ® " , O*) —>• (X . A . xo) of /  and 
g  by
( 2. 14) I f  < glr = i f  ^ g \ °  Pp^q-I-
f  ^ f '  and g-^g'  imply [ / ,  ]^>-— [/ ^  g'Jr and [ / ,  g~}r is a representative of the 
relative product [«, /3]i-.
Next we define a (triad') product [/A j3]e € 7Ti,+5_i(X ; A ,B ,x a )  of a^np{B,A  
r-.B.Xa) and ^^nq(A, A r ,B ,  Xo)- Lst / :  (i®, /'*“ i)->(i3, An-B-^o) and 
( 7®. 7®-’-,/''“ I) ^  ( - B ' I'o) be representatives or « and /3 respectively. 
Define a mapping ( / ,  g ~),; /j+^-2,o^)-> ( x  ; A,B.xo^  by
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( 2. 15y  ( y ,  g')tCxi> •••. Xp-^ g') =  f  Cxi> t xp-i< Xp4-q') CxPt ■■ > Xp+q-i) € ,
=  g(Xp, ■■ .A;p+5- i)  (Xl, ... ,Xp-l,Xp+g')^ ,
and define a triad product [ / .  — ( X ;  A , B. ato) of
/  and g by
(2 .1 5 )
f ^ f '  ard g ^ g '  imply \_f < g']t~[f'< g'~]t and \_f,g']t is a representative of 
[« , |9 ]t .
We have
C2.16) [«./3i + 02] =  [«,i3i]+[«.i32] a ^ 7 t P ^ X \  ( « > 1 ) .
[«1 +  «1, |3] =  [«1, j9] +  [«2. i3] «1, «2 € 7Tj)( X  ), 0 € ffgC X  )  (  i > > l )  .
[a , |3i + ^ 2]i-=[«>/3l] r+ [« , ^ 2]»- « € rjj(A ). |3i, 02 € TToCX. ( 3^ 2) ,
[«! + «2» =  0]r+[]a2»/3]r «2 6 TTjjC-A)* 0 € 7Ta(X>
E«.0i + 02!l« = C«>0i]t + [«>i32]t a in t t^ B ,A r \B ^ - ,  A r \B ' )  (g ^ 2 ),
[« i + a 2. f l s  =  [ai.i3]t + [«2.i3]t a i .a ^ ^ n p iB ,  A ^  ^7t<^A, A r \ B ^  ( ^ > 2 ) .
(2 .1 7 ) / * [ « ,0 ]  =  [ /* (« ) ./= ^ (0 ) ]  a € ; r ^ X ) , /3  6 ^ ^ X ) .
/ *  [«. i3]r = [/? (« ). /'X  /3 )>  « 6 7T,( A  ), 0 6 =T,( X. A  ) .
= [/ r(« > / f(^ )]«  « € f f .( B ,A o S ) ,  0 C tt^ (A -A o -B).
for f :{ X ',A ,B ,x o ') - ^ ( .Y - ,C ,D ,y o ) ,  /1 = / 1A  and/2 = / lB .
From the definitions of products and boundaries, we have 0 [ / ,  ]^>- = [ / .  
and /3-f[/. ^]j = [0/, ^]r, and we have
(2 .1 8 )  0 [a ,|3>  =  [a, 9i3] and |3.f[a /3]« =  [ 9 « , .
Next consider a product [«, y*(j3)], where «€ n j,(A), i3 € Tr^(X) and y* is the€
natural homomorphism : 7t<,(X)-^ ;ia(X, A ). Let / :  (i^ , i®)-^ (A . :ro) and 
^ : (7®, Z’ ) - » ( X . aro) be representatives of « and 0 respectively, then the map 
/®+®“ ^0) -^ (X , A .xo) represerits [«, y^(0)]i-. Remark that if a 
mapping F : (/^ '^ ®, 0 *)-^ (X . :«;o) represents r€ ffj.4 5-i(X ) and F (7 ^ + ® -i)C A , 
then F li^ + ^ -i:(7^^®-i,/^^'^-i.0* ) - ( X .  A.a;o) represents y^(r)€ 7r„-^,_i(X, A ). 
Making use of this remark, we have [a, y*(|3)]»-=y*(?') where j- is represented 
byam appingF:(/^+'',0*)->(X ,:»ro) such that and
= ([/ .^ ]U ^ ^ * -i)o P n . Since we have F  =  [ / ,^ ]
o p n  where Pn is given by PnMn=Pn and P „\ Jn=Pn^ and hence Pn is a 
homeomorphism reversing the orientation. Consequently we obtain
(2 .1 9 ) y*[«>i3] = - [ a ,  y*(^)]r / o r  a  € TTp(A) and ;3€ ffa (X ).
Similarly we have
( 2 .19y ;•*[«, =  ( - 1 ) ’[;*(«)< fo r  a e t t / B ) .  i3 6 n ^ A ,  A r ^ B ^
and for the natural homomorphism.s j * : K i i B ) - ^  npQB, A r \B ') ,  i * : tt«( A . A ^ -B )-^
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7r , ( X ,B )  and j* :  n X ; B ) - *  TTp^ q-
Let Ti: 1 ^ x 1 “ be a mapping given by r,ixi, ■■■, Xp, y>i, ■■■, yq')=Cxi, ■■■,
x p - l , y l , . . . . y , . x p ^  then the mapping ( / ,  ^r)t; O*)-"
(,X', A , B, Xo^  of (2. i s y  satisfies the condition:
( 2. 20) i f . g M r , a ^ x r - ^ ^ ) C B .  { f , g M r , i r ~ ^ x n ^ C A ,  i f , g M r , a ” x r - ^ '^
and ( / ,  ^f)*|?(i*’ xO*) and ( / ,  ^> k (0 * x i« )  represent the 
elements a^itpiB, Ar-,B') and ^nqiA. Ar^B') respectively.
Lemma ( 2. 21) I /  a m atping F  r * ~ \  A,B,xo')
satisfies the condition then the composite map FoPp+q+i represents [a. i3]t- 
T he proof of the lemma follows the fact that /^ x0*'-^0;i;x/®. /®xy''“ i'^i'^xO* 
and are retacts of /^ x/'-i^ J^ -ix/® . 7*’ x / - i  and /*’- i x i "
respectively.
i i i)  Join and Hopf construction.
A  join  /=K^: (/^++2, o * ) - ( / “ "^'+2, 0) of / :  (/ '’+i. O*)-^ (/“ +i, O*) and 
g-: (/'^i,0* ) - > ( 7” ‘'i,0 *) is defined by
( 2. 21) ‘if^g^i^P.q^ix, y, tyy = (Dmynifix), g (y ) , t ) .
Let / ;  and ^ : ( F + i ,Z * -+ !)-C7" + i , ) be exten­
sions of /  =  / |p + i and ^=^l/«+i such that if / ( x i , . . .  ,X p ^ O = C x i, ■■ ,Xm+i) and
g ( y i .......ys+0 =Ky'i’ ■■ ’ y'n-n) then 7( t x i , ... ,txp-n)=Ctxi, ■■.. txiz+i) and g(ty{,
... > ty9+ 0= (tyi, ... .ty'„-n). Defi,ne a mapping / x # :  /3>+9+2)_»(2m+n+2^
j^ m+n+2^  by C / x g ) C x i , . .. ,  Xp+q+2')=Cfixi,... ,Xp+\), gixp+z, ... ,Xp q^+ y^), then we 
have d f = f ,  d g = g  and d i f  \g')=ft~g.
As is shown in [22], the join operator is induced in homotopy groups and 
is bilinear. Let a€;ri)(S”*) and  ^£ KqQS' )^ be the classes of Sm °f  and sn° g  
respectively, then ^V+i ° 7 : (Z®' ’^- . — (S “ -^ i, 3’* )  and i^ «+i o ^ : (/ '+ i,/«+i)-» 
(S'*' ’^-, j>>(<) represent E(^ii) and £ (/3) by ( 2. 7). From ( 2. 9 ) and ( 1. 11)
< l> m + l, n + l i i i p n + l  °  7 )  X  ( < / '™  +  i  o  ^ ) ) = ^ , „  +  i , n  +  i  O ( / ’™ + i , „ + i ( 7  X  # ) = < / > m + w + 2 ( 7  X  g )  ! ( 7 » + 3 -i-2 ,
jp+Q+2' -^  ^ (S'"' "^'*' ,^ >>*), and by ( 2. 7) we have
( 2 .2 2 )  ^ * + i , „ + i ( £ ( « ) x £ ( ^ ) )  =  £ : (« * i3 )  « € n > (S ™ ),(3 € 7 r ,(S " ).
Let f , g , f  and g be mappings as above. For two mappings f ' : ( i ” "^ !, /™+i) 
- ( X . » o )  and g ' : i r * K t ‘^ ^ )^ (X ,xo}.
l f '<  / ]  ° C / * g')i^p,<iix, y , f )) -= [ / ' .  g'li^ m ,U i K x ^ g iy ) ,  f))
= f ' a i a - t } x i . . . . , a - t ^ x p ^ i }  o < t < i ,
=  g \ g i a + t } y i > -  .a + t )y q ^ i)  - i < t £ 0 .
=  L f '  “ 7 , g '°  iOp,q<ix, y,t)'). Therefore by ( 2 .7) we have 
C2. 23) [,/, O (a  =1=0) = [,/ O £;(«), O £:(|3)] ,
where ft'€ ff»+i(X ), iS'€ 7r„+i(X), «6 7t/S“ ) |3 6^5(8” ).
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The following property of join was provided in [22]
( 2. 24) where .z€7r^(S") and is 
represented by the identity map-
A  H o p f  construction G /: (/^ -^ +^2, o * )-^ (£ ;(x ) , xo) of / :  0^) —
(X . aro) is defined by
( 2. 25) G f i 0p,nix, y.t')') = d i f i x ,  y'),t').
The mapping G / satisfies the conditions G/(/^'^’-x / ’ ’'O C X + . G/C/^'^^x/''^^) 
C X -  and = / .  and conversely, any mapping O^ -^^ -
C^CX).-To) satisfying the condition is homotopic to G f-
We say that the map /  has a type («,(3) if / l/^ ’^ x^O;i< a n d / | 0*x/®+i re­
present a ^TtpiX') and  ^€ 7Tg( X  ) respectively. Al so a mapping /'': ( x S®, >'* x  3»* 
iXfXo') is said to have a type («,0), if /MS^x>>;}; and /M3’;kxS^ represent 
a STTg(X) and ^ gffg (X ) respectively. Consider the composite map f'o(pp,qi  
( / ’’■^®.0>!;)-^(X.a;o). then/'o(/)j„gl/®+« represents [«./3] by ( 2. 13), hence/ ' o 
gives a nullhomotopy of / ' ° and [a, j3] = 0. Conversely if [«, ^ ] = 0 ,
there is am apping F : 0 *)-^ (X . aro) such that ° 3^7,^ 1 Z*"+*,
/ ': ( S * ’ '^S’ > 3’*X3’x:)-^ (X . aro) and and represent « and
j3 respectively. Define / ' [ ( S ^ x S ® - b y  setting / ' ( x ) = F  ° ^^ '^ (^a:) 
for € S" X S® -  S®, then f '  has the type [a, /3].
(2. 26) There is a mapping / : —>■ X  o f  type (a, | 9)  i f  and only i f  
[«,j3] = 0.  ^ ^
Since X+ and X -  are contractible the boundary homomorphisms c?+: 
:T3+i(X+>X)“*R-g(X) and 9- ;  n-3>+i(X-,X)-^ 7r*.(X) are isomorphisms onto. Let 
« € ffi.+i(X-. X )  and ^ € 7fs+i(X+. X )  be elements such that du=a£npiX^  and 
Cffg(X), then J[«, ^ ]t= 0 [a. ^]i-=[«, i3]. The exactness of the sequence 
I  A A ^  E  
■ - ;rp + ,+ i(F (X ))---- 7^rpH-g+i(£(X); X + .X - ) ----^)ij.+g-i(X)---->ffj,+g(F(X))-— •
leads
( 2. 27) £ [ « ,^ ] = 0  « € ff,< X ).^ € ff« (X ).
If [«,i3] = 0, then J[«, 0]e=O and there is an element j' of Kp+q+i(E(X^') 
such that 7(r) = [ a .0 ] f
Lemma ( 2. 28) /(/')=[«>0 t i f  and only i f  ( —l)»ci+i>+ij' (s represented by the 
H o p f construction o f  a mapping: (Z®' i^x/®'^ ,^0*)->  (X .x o ) o f  the type («,j3).
First remark that if a mapping F :  (/"■^ ’ .^0*)->-(X.^eo) represents -/Sttm(X). 
and if F (Z ^ )C S  and F ( 7")C A , then ( F | / r ” )o  ; ( r ; 7”- i, 7”- i. 0*)->  
iX )  A ,B ,x o )  represents - 7(r). where 7 : TTm(X)-  ^7t»(X ; B )  is the natural 
hom omor phism.
Let 7 : ( 7 ■^^ l.7^ / ^ ) - ( X _ ,X .x o )  and #; (/««, 7^ / ) - (X+, X . ico) be
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reprevsentatives of u. and  ^ reBpectively. We extend the mapping ( 7 , g^t: ;
0>iO (i^ (X ) ; X+, X -, a;o) of (2. 14)^  over as follows, and obtain
a map F : £( X) .  Since ((/ ,# % IZ^+^)oP'=9/9+[7 ,^]* = r/.^]=-0. the 
mapping F I/*’■*'*=(/, ^)j I is extendable over such that F(i®^’ )C Jf.
Since X+ and X -  are contractible, the mappings ]/*’+«+1; /J"+"+1 x+  and 
F \ t m t \ :  X -  are extendable over and HXIX\ such that FCi"'+"-*'!)
C X +  and F(ZJJJgJi)CX -. Let ; 7»+'^ 2^ _>/p+'J+2 be a mapping of degree 
C given by , i^>-i-q+2)~C^2’+i » •*•» "^p+</+i» !^>+3+2)* Then
the composite map F o ? :  maps subsets and
A A
into X+ and X -  respectively, and therefore is homctopic to the Hopf
construction of the mapping which has type (^c,/3). By making
use of the above remark, the necessity of the lemma is established.
Conversely, let : [^+^+2-  ^x  be the Hopf construction of
A A
then O m.aps and Ipt^iti into X+ and X -  respectively, and therefore
( F '  O P'p+Q+i represents ( - ' l ) i ( { F '} ) .  W hile F '  satisfies
the condition (2.20) and homotopic to and the sufficiency of the lemma
is established.
Define a suspension E ' f : I ”, T ) - *  QEiX'), EQA), xo') of / ;  (7M " - i .  
r - ^ ' ) - ^ i X ,A , x o )  by
( 2. 29) E'f<ix\, ... ,Xk + i) =  d i f i x i ,  ... , Xn-\, Xn + \')y'2,Xn-V) .
Clearly f '  implies E ' f ^ E ' f ' ,  and E ' { f  + ig~)=E'f + lE 'g  ( 1< « < m -1). and 
we obtain a suspension homomorphism E': 7Tm(X. A ) - ^  7rK+i(F(X), F (  A ) ) .  Also 
we have 0 (£ 7)--= F (0 /) and F (« ) = - £ '( ;* ( « ) )  ^ r  «€ Tr^(X).
Now we shall prove the fact analogeous to ( 2. 27);
( 2 .3 0 )  F ' [ « .  =  O for a e t t / A )  and /3 6 ;r ,(X . A )  •
Set n = { x e r \ x n > i / 2 } ,  r--= {x^ r\xn < i/2 ],  n ^ i ” r . n ,  and 
First remark that if a mapping F :  F ( X )  satisfies condition
( 2. 31) F (Z ^ i) C X + , F ( / ! ; + i ) C X - , F ( / : ) c i + F ( / ! ! ) c i - ,  and if F o r T - X  
is a mapping given by F^ixi, ■■■, Xn+{) = F {x i ,  ■■ , XnA!2, xn+i)< and Fo^ Pn 
represents 7tn(,X, A \  then F o P „+ i represents EX"-')-
Definesubsetsof by Z” = C /(/’*+ i-7::_ i- i”- “ ), K \ - ^ = C K i l -  l lZ \- l '^ \  
K ™ - i - C / ( / L i - z : : - i ” ) . 7 i - 2-/ C ’»-i^Zir”- i  and = then L'' is a
closed cell with faces and K ”"''-- There is a homeomorphism
z :  (/^^"; ^nd a
mapping Z : such that xQxi.......Xv+q-iA/2, Xp -^a-i) = {xj, ■■■,
Xj,+,.0), z (x ,0 )= z(:k ) for x  ^ r ^ \ X ix ,t)= ^ 7.ix') for and %\lnt.
is a homeomorphism.
Let f - . i F , t ” ')-^iA,xo')  and g: Q ’‘ , r~' >^ p~'^')-*{X, A> xo) be represent'
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atives ot «€ and fl € X - A' )  respectively, and define- mappings /  :
j p , j p ) - . { A ^ , A , x o ^ s r A g : { r - ^ - ^ - , r , n , K ' ‘' ) - ^ i X - ; X , A - , x o ' )  by setting / { x i ,  
■■■. X p + i ) = d ( f C x i ,  ,Xp'),  2 x p + i - l ' )  and g { x i ,  ■■■, X q + i ' ) = d ( g C x i >  ■■■  ^x , - \ ,  Xq*\ ) ,  
2 x q - V ) -  Define a mapping F : E (X ) by
F i x \ , - - - . Xp <^i -^2 )  =  /( a t i ,  ... ,Xp>Xp + Q + 1^  if  p + \9 i XpA-qt ATp+Q + 2} € »
~  Xp+qy Xp-vq + 2') if  ( ^ X \ i  "• 9 Xp  + \9 Xp-^q-k-l^ ^ •
The map satisfies the condition ( 2. 31) and therefore
F  0 Pp^q represents E 'la, /3] r .
By setting F{(at)-=F(%(a;, 0 ) ^nd Fc==F  ^ we see that F = F o  is homctopic
to F i which maps into F (^ l) and is homctopic to the trivial map, and
the proof of ( 2. 30) is established.
Supposed that elements a A ) and ^^7tq{Xy A )  satisfies the condition 
[a, Consider the following diagram
9
TTp+g—1 ( ^ )   ^ TCP ^ q ~ ^ i ( ^X i -A )   ^ TT^ +qf—2( A )
•*
;r ^ + ,(£ U ))-U  ffp+,(£'(X).£’(A ))
The condition d\^ a, P']r = [_a, implies that there is an element 7 of np+q--i(iX^
such that y'(r)"=[^ >^ »/3> . Since y ( F ( r ) ) ^ - F ^ ( / ( r ) ) ^ / 5 > = 0  by ( 2. 30), 
there is an elemient d of Ttp+q E^CA')') such that 2*(^)-=F(/0-
Lemma ( 2. 32) With the above hypothesis, ( 5  is represented by 
the H o p f  construction o f  a mapping o f  type (a, /^3), and conversity is also true-
As in the proof of ( 2. 19) - y  is represented by a mapying G : (/^ ■^ »^0>{<) 
(X»xo) such that G l/^^^'"^=(/,^)r, where /  and g  are representives of a and 
/5 respectively. Also F (/0 is represented by a mapping F ' : (/^^^^ ,^Ov}.)-v 
Q E i x y  xo) such that F ' ( / f  ")C X +  and F "(7l-"")CX~. %i(A;)-=;^ (Ar, I)
gives a homeomorphism %i: (/ "^^^ ; t here 
is a homeomorphism ->/^+«+1 such that o:QIlVD
and a>l TC^ It is not so difficult to show that the map cd has degree ( - 1). 
Therefore we have that the composite map, F  ^0 ^ F ( A )  represents
Q - 1)T lienee represents ( - 1) 5 , and that F  0 F  0 coQim^CA^
and F  0 o)\K^'^'^=(if*g\- As in the proof of the lemma ( 2. 28) Foco  represents 
(_l)p(Q+i)+i f  £7Tp+q(iEaA))y where f  is represented by the Hopf construction 
of mapping ot type (a, 9/5). And the proof of conversity follows from the 
exactness in the above diagram.
iv) J-homomorphism
Denote the group of the rotations of ^-sphere by Rn , and denote the identity 
by ro^Rn^ Let / :  (/^ ■^ i,0^)-> (i?^,ro) be a representative of aejvp^Rn)* and 
7 : (S^ y-^ <) be a mapping defined by /(x, y)--=f(xX^n(y))- 'The
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homotopy class of the Hopf construction of J is denoted by / (a ) €
which was given by G. W. Whitehead [20] and he showed that the operation ]
induces homomorphism
The projection it \ given by K{^%)=x( y^i  ^ is the fibre map with
the fibre so that /c induces isomorphism : 7tp(iRn* Rn-i^ Let
Cn € Trees'*) be the element represented by (p^ : (/"*, /"*) (S'*, Define a homo­
morphism K  : TtpiRn, R n-I^  — ; E-l^\ E l ' by setting ( ^ > 2)
( 2. 33) KQa^ ^  for « € np^Rn.Rn^{) ,
where S'*)-^7ri>(S^) and o>+: 7t^ +i(£ ^ " i, S^)-> ttwCS"*) are boundary
homomorphisms (isomorphisms).
Lemma (2 .34) In  the diagram
7* a
• “ TlP (^Rn-^^ > 7tp(^Rr^ > Ttp(^ Rn* Rn— ^Ttp-i (^Rn-' l  ^ >•••
I A Jy
-  ;rp+„(S™) ----  ^ ;rj,+„+i(S’“+ i)-----> ; E l * \  ^ tt^ .+^ h-iCS’* ) -  •••
relations E o J = - J o i * ,  I o /= (-l)J> » + iiro y* and A o K = i ~ i y ^ J  od hold- 
The first relation was proved in previous paper [18], and the second relation 
follows from (2.28). To show the third relation we ralize the operation K- 
Let / :  CJ ,^ QRn^  Rn-i)  be a mapping such that /  o is a representative
of ae TtpQRn^  Rn-I^y and let f  \ -> be a mapping given by fQ x ,y )
=  /(^)(^w(3^))- Since the element of Rn-i is regarded as the element of Rn* 
which maps hemispheres E .^ and EZ to E .^ and EZ  respectively, and cincide to 
Rn-I on 7 maps and to E^ and EZ respectively. A
mapping \ \ El^^. EZ^ ,^ y '^) is defined on J ^ x r
by setting F l JT^  x  ^=  7, by extending F \ t ^ x p  over i^ x  P  such that F Q P x  
CIEZ^ '' ,^ and elsewhere satisfying the condition (2.20). Then FoPp+n- i^ repre­
sents [0li/c*(6c),0;i/ 3]t-i^ '(a). Since F  o : ( ^ + ^ 0:^ ) -  (S^  3^ *) maps 
P x p  and t ^ x r  into EZ^  ^ and respectively, and F(:^,3^)-=/(a;)(£w-i(3?)) 
for Cxf y^£ P x p ,  we have from (2.25) that F\P'^^=^FoPp+n\P'^'^ represents 
hence we have J 0 K ia)=-Q -Iy^ JQdQa)').
Chapter 3. A generalization of Hopf and Freudenthal Invariants.
i )  Denote a subspace A xb o'^ a oxB  of A x B  by B,  and let h :  A -^  A ^  B* 
Z2: B  A ^  B, P i i  A x B  ^  A* and p^: A x B - ^ B  be mappings given by hQa) 
^Qa^bo)* i2ib )^ iaQ ,b), p \Q a,b)^a  and p 2Qa>b)==^b respectively. It was shown 
by G. W. Whitehead [22] that the injection homomorphisms : i t n Q A ) TtnQA B )  
and rtnQB)->KnQA  ^B-) and the boundary homomorphism d : jtn+iQAxB, A"  ^B )  
-> Ttn^  A   ^B )  are isomorphisms into, and that th3re is a direct sum decomposition 
(/!> 1 ).
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= ifnnCA) + i* 7tniB) + d^n^iCAxB, B )  
with projections to these direct factors p f:  TtniA'  ^B ^ T tn iA ') ,  p f:  TtnQA'  ^B ')-*  
Ttni.B') and Qo: uniA'^B~)~* itn+i(iAxB, A '^ B).  For «€ ;r»(A '^B), w e have 
a = i'-fpf + i* P f  ( «) + 0Qo(«)-
FiTGm the exactness of the following two sequences
J
-  -  TCniB') T t n i A ^ B ) ---- > ^  B.  B ) ---- > + > Ttn-lQA V B )
and
-  -  7T.( A ) TtnQA ^ B ,  B ) ^  TtniA'^ B -,A, B ) - ^  KniA)  -  TtniA V B ) -  • ••
we see that the composition j ' o j  o d : nn-^iQAxB, S ' ) B  ; A,  is 
isomorphism onto for >2^ 3. Defee a isomorphism
( 3. 1) Q: UniA^ B  \ A. B ^ A>^B.  A ^  B')
by setting o y o 9)-i, then Qq = Qo y  o j.
Set S2=3^>kXS'’ and j;o = x , and cansider the following dia­
gram, in which the commutativity relations h old ;
E I  ^
 ^Tr^-iCS^” ! )  — > TT^ CSO — > ; E %  E L ) -----> Tr.-aCS^-i) -  -
9*
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TtnCSl V V , S D  
\ \ a
^ o W
T t n . i i S l x S ’^ , S I ) -----> 7r,.+i(S20
Er,r g,
Ttn^^iP'^A^n----> 7tniS^^-^),
then our H o p f homomorphisms H : rtniS'', E \ ,  E^_)Ttn+iiS'^’')  and Ho: TtniS' )^ 
/Tn+iCS^ ’’) are defined by setting ( 72^2,3)
(3. 2) H  = 4>*r ° Q ° <ff and Ho = H  o I .
The generalized Hopt homomorphism H ':  n-«(S'')-♦ of G. W.
Whitehead [22] [23] ai'e given by H ' = d ' o Q^ ,o (pf for w ^4r - 4, and from 
the commutativity of the above diagram we have Ho = H '  o E- Since E  is 
isomorphic for w <4r - 4, we have that H '  is equivalent to Ho- 
As is shown in [9] and [18], we have
( 3. 3) H o ° E = Q ,
( 3. 4) Hoi&°Eia') ' )  =  H o i ( i ) o E E i a ' ) .
Theorem (3. 5) I f  a € Tt i^EL, S ’- ! ) .  |3 € rt^iE^, S^-I), then 
Hia, /9], = ( ^ -l)''"i£ ((0« > ( 9j3)) .
Proof. Let /o : ( i ’ “ ^ / ‘''■^)-'<S’‘"^ 3'*) be a representative of 0/3 € ffv-i(S’'" i).
then [i is represented by f i x i .......x„) = dr-i{fo(^xi, ■■■, x,,-i),x,,). By ( 1. 7),
(firif Qx)) = iEfoix')> yi<)> and we have (p*ii3) = f*Eid^).  Similarly we have
V>*Ca)=?*£(0«). By ( 3. 2), (3. 1), ( 2. 12), (2. 19) and (2. 22) we have
H la ,  |3]t =  <!>*, O Q O 0], = <!>*, o Q [/ * £ (0a),
=  ( -1 )'^ ^ '# ,.’( /  O y O 0 ) O ( /  O y O 3) CEQda-) X £ (9 ^ ))
=  ( - l) « ^ i0* X £ ( 9«)) =  ( - l)» ^ i£ (( 9«)>i (^0i3) ) .
Combining this theorem to lemma (2. 28) we have
Corollary (3 .6 )  I f  )• 6 7T2,+5-i(S ’‘) is represented by the H o p f  construction o f  
a mapping'. P x Z " -^  o f  type («, |3) («€ Wy-KS’’-^). ^6 n'a-i(S''~’-)). then 
Ho(r) = ( - l ) ^ ’£ (« * i3).
li)  Generalized Freudenthal invariants A '.A '  of G. W. Whitehead are defined on 
the group 71” which is isomorphic to nJiS'\ E \ ,  E-Oy and have the properties 
A ' i a ' ) ^ i - i y A \ a ' )  and yl'(a)-yl"(a) =  ( - l ) ’'+i£;£H o(J(«)> The following 
theorem due to G. Takeuchi shows that our Hopf invariant H  may be used in 
place of A'.
Theorem (3 .7 ) c^ r 0 HQa) =  E E H oiA a -))  for a^itniS'
E\, EV) r ^ 2).
To prove the theorem we need several preparations. Let a homomorphism
;r„_ i(S ^ ix S ^ -i,S " i- iv s 'i- i) - ;r „+ i(S ix S ^ ,S ^ v sp  be induced by the formula
A f  (sTl, ••• , Xn+l) — Q d r - \ Q p i f  (:ti, ••., Xn-2’ 1),  'iXn-\~~^)’d r - i Q p z f  Qxi.......Xn-2>Xn+l)t
2xn-l)  Where / :  r ~ ^  3-0) is  a mapping.
A s is shown by Hilton [9], in the diagram
A  Qa
nn-iiSl-^XS^-1, S 'i-i V s^-i) — > Kn^iiSlxS ’^ . S i  ^S D ^«(Si   ^SD
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E o E
;r.-i(S2’- 2 ) ------  ^ ;t„h.i(S2D tt^ h-iCSI x S [ . S i  ^SD
the relations A  = ( , - I J  E E  ° ° =C""!)*"'2>-° and 0*0 Qo
=  Qo °<J* hold. The restriction F = A f \ l ’  ^ satisfies condition
^ ( 7n - ix / ix S i ) C S L  F i r - ^ x i X P ) C S I ,  F(^” x ( l ) )  =  3-0
(3.8) F i x i ,■■■, x„,) € SI ^ if Xa-i<Xn and ^ „_ i^ l- Xn.
€ Si £!1 if Xn-iaLXn and Xn- \ ^ 1  -  Xn .
if  Xn-I^Xu snd Xn-I^l-Xny
 ^ S i  if  Xn-I^Xn and X n - I ^ l - X m  
and F i x i ,  ■■ .Xn~i> 1/2,1/2, 0) = d f i x i , , Xn-z) •
If a mapping F : Si'^ S2 satisfies the condition (3. 8), the mapping
d f : (/""^,/ M - 2 ) V 5^-1, jyp) represents an element «0 of jj-«-2(S "^  ^  ^Sz"^)- 
Since F(jci, . ..,  0, 0) = (i?(^i 0 9 / )  (jci, . .. ,  :v,i-i), 310). the restriction 
2?|2«; jM ^S'i represents a nullhomotopy of E { p i ° f ) ,  and we haue F (^ f« o )= 0. 
Sim ilarly we have 2?(i’2«o)=0. Coversely for any mapping / :  (/“"^  ^j« -2 )-♦ 
(g ^ -iV S2-1,jvo) which satisfiie the condition i? ( i> io / )—O and £ (^ 2 °/ )~ 0 ,
there is a mapping F : SI which satisfies the condition (3.8).
Since Sa"*^  is contractible in E ± ^ E ± ,  we have that if two mappings
coincide on then /  is homotopic
to g  rel. /^-1. T h is shows that if two mappings F  and F  ^ satisfy the con­
dition (3. 8) and homotopic on i '* - ix ( l/ 2) x ( l / 2), then F'' is homotopic to 
a mapping F " (in the homotopy the condition (3. 8) holds) such that F"(iVi,...» 
:tr.72,0) = F(rtri, if or Xn^ i = '^-Xn- It is not so difficult to show
that the difference {F} -  [F") is the sum of four elements, which are represented by 
mappings of form s: S^ y S2* and S l ^ E l  respectively.
Since E^ and EL are contractible, {F} -  {F }^ is in 2^ 7T7i(S’*) + 22 TTti(S^)C7Tw(SI  ^
and therefoi'6 Qo{F] ~Qo{F^} =Qoi{F} -  {F^})=0. And further calculation shows 
that the correspondence {/} ~>Qo{F} induces a homomorphism
A : [7r.-2(SI-i V S --I)] ^  ;r.^i(Sl-i x ^
where [7Tw-2(Si-  ^  ^S^ 'O ] is  ^ subgroup of 7r-«-2(SI“ i  ^5^-1) whose elements 
satisfy the conditions F(i>?a)=0 and E(pfcO=-0,
If g: (/"*“ 2 , ig  ^ mapping such that F({^})-=0, and let 
be a nullhomotopy of go=Eg,  we define a mapping G : S'* by G (a ;i,..., 
XnyO^  = EgiXi. ,Xn-l)y G^ Xiy y Xn^ ly ± h  O  = gtQXiy- y Xn--l) and GQ X
x / 2) ^ 3?o» then i i o G  satisfies the condition (3. 8). Therefore if a € /i7rw-2(S '^^ )^ 
oC^^-2(Sl-i  ^S ^ 0 ]» theri we have A Q a ) Q i f  {G} - 0. Sim ilarly if « € ^ lW 2(S"“-i) 
o[^.-2(S'i-^^vs-~i)j, we have A(^)-O . If € 7r.-.i(S^ixS'$-i, S^^  ^5^-1), we 
have obvious'^y 4^( 5*//.) = A(a), hence if 6i € [7rw-2(SI'~  ^ S2“ ^)] we have AQa) =  
AQiipfQa^ + PiP^ Q^a^  + dQoQa)) = AQQoQa)). C3nssqu2nt-y we have
Lemma ( 3. 9) i f  a mapping F  satisfies the condition (3.8), and i f  F  x ( 1/2) 
x ( l / 2) represents « 6 ;rw-2(S'i"’  ^  ^S^^O* then we have Qo{F] = A   ^QoQa)-
Proof o f theorem (3. 7). Let / :  Q r  ; \  r''^)~^QS{ ; F ;  , F l ,  >^>^) be a
represantative of a^nnQS" \ E\y EL)y and let A f : QP''^, p'-‘ ’^ )-> QS"^ y y^) be repre­
sentative of Aa such that A f Qxiy...»Xn-^ i) = f  ( ‘^i»«• • > Xn-zy I/2, 0). Since / =  ] is 
homotopic to E A f ,  we may assume that f\P~'^ = E A f -  Set F  — q^rof and define 
a mapping F ' : Q r  ; r ^ \  r s \  /^-i) -  (S i S^; Si. S{y y )^ by setting
FXxis...yXn) = FQXiy ...,Xn-ly2X n -l)  l/ 2< X n < l  ,
=  (fro prQ2KXn) EAfQx\y » Xn-l) 0< a;„^ 1/2.
It is easily verified that F^  is homotopic to a mapping <pt 0 prQn) 0 E  =.aro (pro F- 
Sincethehomom orphism  7' :  ; t w ( S iSD SJ ; S^, S ^  is onto there is a
mapping F : Sl'^ Si  such that F l/ ^ ^ F , 7X 7r ' x ( 0) x 7 0 C S I, x (0 )
x 7^ )C Si, and F(iT^)"=Vo» i^^ d we have I '  \F] =(p7'Qa). And also there is a 
mapping F  ^\ --> S{^ Si such that F^l7^*-F^ 7X 7-*^  ^x (0 )x / i) C S l»  F X 7^^ 
xQO)y.l^)(ZS[yF'QK^) = y^m^(irQ\F'])-^a^o(ppQa), Thedifference { F \ - { F '\
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represented by a mapping Fo: S2 such that Fo(7™ x(l)'-'/”“ i x / 2) = 3’o>
X(O) X X ( I ) X/I) C S J. Fo(/-“ i X(O)x / i '^7?" x^ ( I ) x 7 0  C Si  and
••• . Xn>') =  <Pr ° P r i - TtXn) ° E J f  {x\, ■■ , Xn-l)-
Define a mapping w ; / ”+1 of degree - I  by setting 0)^X1, ■■ ,Xn+i")= 
C x i,- . . , Xn-2>0)'ixn-i> Xn .^Xn+i) Where £u'(;»:, 3 > )= ( l-2 ( l-a r )( l- 3 ’) .l- 2 ( l- a r ) > ’) for 
1/2^ t ^ 1  and oj'Cx, y  ^= i 2xyf 2xCl — y))  for 0< x ^ l / 2. Since o) is homeomorphic 
on 7” ’^- - 7”“ 2x 7^x72 and Fo maps 7”“ ’-x 7’-x72 into the single point y ,^ there 
is a mapping F e: 7“ '^ —^>■ such that Fo°a>=Fo- Itisverified fro m  ( 1.4)'
and ( 1.7) that Fe satisfies the conditions (3. 8), and from (3. 9) we have
77( « ) - ( - l ) ’‘ l2 rO =  , r °  o f  0 Q o  <pf{u)
=  ^ * o Q o l ' { F } - < j > * o Q o  I '  {F ' \  = 0 *  O Q 0 ( {F} -  {F} )
=  ( j i^ o Q o  {Fo} =  — Q{Fo} =  —4>*° A  0  Q ° \ v f °  p r{^ ']  ° ■
O A o  Q o  ^>*_i(J«) =  i - l J ^ ^ E E H o i J a ') .
and the proof of the theorem (3. 9) is accomplished.
Since J o i = O ,  we have
Corollary (3. 10) 7Io(«) = ( -  I)" 2^r 0 7?„(a) .
K Tipis’") and  ^  ^TtqQS''), there are elements u^Ttp+iQEL* ,^ S''') and ^KTtq+i 
(F+^^ S’") such that 0«=«, 0^=/3 and ^]t = [a.i3]- By (3 .5), (3 .7 ) and (2 .4), 
we have { - l y  E E H o  [«. 01 =  HLa, 0]« -  ( - 1  )’-^  1 f 2^ +2 ° Hlu,  =  ( - 1)® F («  * 0) 
- ( - l ) ’- - ^ if .+ 2 ° (- l) ''F (a * i3 )= (- l)® ( l- ( - l) ’'+ i)F (« *i3). and therefore 
Corollary ( 3 .11) E E H o  La, 0] =  2 ( - l) ''  F (a  *0) i f  r  is even,
=  O i f  r  is odd-
lit) Next we shall define a Hopf invariant to more general group 7Tj,(X*; 6™. X ). 
Let ; ( X * ;  X ) - ^ ( X '^ S “ ; S”, X )  be a mapping identifying the subset 
to the single point ;<;o= S^riX . and let ; (XxS™ . X S'*)-^(F”(X),Xo) 
be the shrinking map in ( 2.8). Then a H opf homomorphism H  = TtpiX* ; X )  
Ttp+i{E\X))  is defined by setting H=(j>toQo <pf-. TtpiX* ; 6”, X )  jtpiX S ’*; 
S ’*, X )  — Ttp^iiX x S'\ X  S ’*) -* Ttp^iiE^iX))- Define a homomorphism P « : 
Ttp-n+i(.X,s”‘')-* TtpiX*-, (S’*, X )  by setting P ;(a) = [«, «], where j is a generator 
of TtniSi,e'i). By (3. 1), ( 2. 12), (2. 19) and ( 2. 10) we have HiP,ici)=(i>f° Q ° <pf
Lu, f<]t = 0 Q 0 [^?f(«), f J t = (  - l ) ’*0f ( /  ° y 0 d)-^ f  0 j o d  i(fifia)XCn') = i - i y  9IS 
(#>f(«)xfn)=( —l ) ’* F ’*(^f(«)). If «’* [« .o ]= 0  and hence HtPi=O.
(3. 12) H iP }ia) = ( -1  )’* £?>?(«) / = y .
= O i A -i  ■
If (X . £’' ) is smooth and jw-connected, and if is ^-connected, then 
(pf\ Ttp-n-x-\iX, 6’*) Trj -^M-H(X) is isomorphism onto for p n \ \:"m Vp by (I. 25), 
and £ ’*; 7rj,_K+i(X) —7r3,+i(F'*(X)) is isomorphism onto for p-n^^^-£2m  by (2.6). 
Then the following theorem is algebraic consequence of the above considerations:
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Theorem (3.13) with above hypotheses 6^>X) has a direct factor iso­
morphic to 7Tp-w+i(X»6'')® for p ^ n  + m+m in{^m ,r^-l •
Combining this theorem to ( 1. 27) we have
Corollary (3.14) ^ )^ has a direct factor isomorphic to S  TtpQE^ y S^“ )^ ®
i
7Tjj-w+i(6 )^ ® f"*) foT p ^ n  + min^(2r,n--2)---l, where tensor product ® is 
induced by the relative product^
Chapter 4. Some elements of ti^ (S^).
i)  It is well known that the mapping : (/^ ,/ ”) ^  (S'*, 3^>t<) represents a 
generator Cn of the infinite cyclic group 7rw(S'*)^Z, and that 7rw(SO=0 for /?>1, 
and 7t^(S^)=0 for n<r-
There is fibre mappings /zr: S^(/*=2, 4,8) with fibre S^“ ,^ and they
are represented by the Hopf construction of mappings of type (:r-i, fr-i). If h^ r 
is another fibre mapping, then there is a mapping X: 52?-~i 52?*-i of degree I 
such th a t/Zr=^r O %, and therefore ^({/zr})=£^( r-i*^r-i)=f2r=±^({/2/}). As is 
shown in [5], the homomorphisms 7r,i(S )^ and jE ; ;rw-i(S^“ )^
TTwCS"') are isomorphisms into and
(4. 1) 7T.(S0  = /z?7T.(S2^ -1) © £;C7rw^iCS"'-i)).
ii)  By (4. 1) 7r3(S2)^7T3(S^)^Z and its generator r]2 is represented by h2- The 
fact 7rw+i(S'*)^Z2 for ^ ^3  is shown by H. Freudenthal [8], and its generator
is the (>2-2)-fold suspension of 7j>2* It was shown by G. W. Whitehead [23] that 
7r^+2(S^)^Z2(w^2) and its generator is
For convenience we modify the theorem (3. 7). Let a€7Tw(S^) be an element 
su ch th at£ (a )= 0 , then there is an element j  of 7r^ +2(S^ '^ ;^ such that
A(sf')=a. By (3. 7) we have H ( r ) - ( - l) " ^ ^  2^^ +2 o H (r ) - = ( - l) "  bence
we have EEHoi^a')=^  ^ if r is odd. If >/ + 2< 2(2r +  1) - 1, the suspension homo­
morphism £ :  7Tw+2(S2^ '^ 0“-^  7rw+3(S2^ '^ 2) is onto and there is an element /5 of 
7Tw+2(S2*’^0 such that E(0)-=H(r)» and therefore we have by ( 2. 4) ^ -V fE E H Q ia ')  
=E(/3)-(-l)^ '^ ^  f3?*+2 0 J5(i9)-=(l--(-l)'*'^^)jK(/3). Consequently we have
(4. 2) i f  a^ TCni^ S' )^ and £^(a) ^ 0, we have
EEHQ f^jC) -=O i f  r is odd*
E E ^  2 n n i f  r is even and ^ < 4^ - 1.
Since 2;tr+2( S'*-^0=271^+2(50=O for / ^ 2, we have
(4. 2)^  i f  a € 7T2r(SO or a € 7T2r+i(SO and r ^ .  and i f  ^(a)-hO, then EQay^O, 
For example 7^3 0 7^4 0 is a nonzero element of 7T6(S^ ).
iii) Let q=xi + ixz-^jx^ + kx^ be a quaternion, then we may regard a point 
Cxi, X2* xb* X4) of S'^  as a quaternion of unit absolute value and regard a point 
QxiyX2fX3') of as a pure quaternion ixi + jxz + kxs of unit absolute value. The
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product = (i> € S^,/ = (0, 1, 0, 0)) defines a fibre mapping h:
and h represents a generator of 713(5 )^.
The products p-q=f<ip,q^  and p -Qq-P"^ =^giP  ^ q) Qpy Qo  ^ define
mappings / :  S^x and g: S ^ x ^  of types (^3,^3) and (±^^2*^2)
respectively. The hopf construction of /  is a fibre mapping, and let its class be 
V4€ 717(84). then H (v4)-f8  by (3. 6). Let <7.36 Tre(Ss) be the class of the Hopf 
construction of the ./^(^3)“  6* Let and (Zn be ( ^ - 4)- and (7^-3)-fold 
suspensions of V4 and as respectively. The author proved that [18]
Lemma (4. 3) i)  the (^n-^)-fold suspension : 7r6(S )^ ^  7Tw+3(S'*) is isomor­
phism into for n ^ 5, and 7rw+3(S'')/£^“ K7r6(Ss))«Z2» 
ii) [f4» f4]^2v4-6C4» 2vn=^ an foT 72^5 and yjn^ fln-vi y^]n+2=¥^  for n^2.
iv )  Let / ,  g  and h be mappings as in iii), then a diagram
/
X  --------- >  S 3
( h x h )  ^ ^h  
X  ^  S 2
commutes, where /3: S ^ S ^  is the identity map and i isxh^  Qx, y^=^Qx, hiy')')- 
The difinitions of Hopf construction, join and suspension shows that jE(±^2)°^4 
=6130(^3*^2)=6C3 0^ 6^. By ( 2. 23), (2. 24) and (4. 3) we have [t?4, f4]=[f4. f4]o(T?3*f3) 
= (2v4--^ /-4)0'5?6 = (2v407^6) + a30 6^=a30'3?6» and by ( 2. 27) 5^ 0V6=a5 0'J?8-=£^ [^ 4.f4] = 0. 
By ( 3. 4) we have H (75'30V4)= i/ (« 30‘5’6) = ^ ( « 3)° '35'7= ‘3?60^7=#0 hence 3^°V44 0^, and 
by (4. 2)^  we have ^^ (^ s 0 1^ 4)= 4^ 0 5^4^ 0. Consequently we obtain
Lemma (4. 4) ° v^ +3 = anoy^n+s^O for  72 = 3 and 4,
== O for n^S.
v) It was shown in [19] [17] that the homotopy group 7T4(i^ 4) of the rotation 
group is th 3 cyclic group of order 2 and the boundary homomorphism 
d : TtsQRsy R i ) ^  ^^QR'O is onto, and that the generator of 714(2^ 4) is given by 
i%a')oy^^, where aemQRs)  is represented by f  Qp\q)=p-qQp,  From
( 2. 34) we have that JQi^a) 07^ 2,^  = JQi^ao yi{)^  = - E  JQao y^ '^) =. EJQaoyj^') is 
represented by product [.^ 5, Cs], and /(a  0 7j)3)-=7(a) 0 (7^ 3 >k^ g)=^ 4 0 7^ 7. Therefore 
[ 5» fs]= £ (j 4^ 0')?7) = V5 0'Jj's* and V6 0^9^ £ ’[^ 's» s^] = 0. By ( 3. 4) iJ ()^ 4 ^'3j»7) = ‘jy84"0 
and v4O'}?74~0, and by (4. 3)^  £^ (j^ 4 7;7)==V5 0 “J^ s+'O.
Lemma (4. 5) 0 4-0  fo r  n=^  ^ and 5
= O fo r  n^^-
vi) Let qi be a quaternion, then we may represents a point of by (^1, ... , ^ )^. 
The eqt».ivalence relatioij {{qi,... , qn)} = {QPQi . • • • »pqn }^ induces quarternion 
projective space with respect to th  ^ indentification mapping qn^i:
Obviously ^«,-11 • With normalization process 
we obtain a fibre mapping and its fibre is S .^ The
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correspondence (^ i,...  { ( ^ i ,  ^ gives a homeomorphism :
Q4w_Q4w-4  ^ and this shows that there is a character mapping qn-i:
such that =Qn i^* Then we obtain a cell decomposition
of The fibre mapping ^2: (S^ ,^ S " ^ ) (Q®r S^) induces 
isomorphism qf : S' )^. Consider the diagram
0
TTnCSi^ S^) — > Trio(S^)-----> TrioCS^O
0/ I
7riiC0 «, S O ---->;rio(S4) .
Since is contractible in d is onto. Let Te^TrsCQ'^S) be the class of » 
then 6>~8 = {^ 1} =V4- There is an element y of 7th(S^ ,^ such that 
=  [f4»78>, for is onto, and therefore [f4» V4] = 0[ 4^» (r)= ^ i 0 ^ (^/0- Set
^^(/0 = i3 € Trices'^ )* then [^ 4» 4^] =  V4 ° i3* We have /jfo[^ 4» V4] = 2jS~^(f4^V4)=2v8 
by (3. 11), and Ho(v4 o/3) - £ ( / 3) by (3. 4). Since : 7rio(S^ -  7rn(S«) is 
isomorphism onto, we have /3=2 7^ and 
Lemma (4. 6) [^ 4» 1^ 4] =2^ -4 0 v? 2v„ovw+3=0 /o r n^^-
Chapter 5. A construction of mapping.
I) Consider a mapping F : ( i ” '^ ’-, Z^'*'^)(X» atq) which satisfies the conditions
(72^ 2) :
(i4l) F(ixi* ... *Xn + l) = FQXi, ... , Xn--2f Xn--I + ^  Xn* Xn+l)
for O <  Xn i^ <112  and O ^  Xn i^ < 112 , 
(A2) F(ati, ... »:Vyj+i) =  F(a;i, ... , ^w-i» aTw + 1/2, atw+i)
for O <  < 1/2 l/ 2 ^ ;\;w + i^ l •
The formula
(5. I)  fQ xi, .. . ,X n ) = FQxi, . ..,  . Xn l^/2, X J  2,1 /2)
represents a map / :  (/^/"*)-  ^(JT» :vo). From (^ i)  a map F i :  (/"*,/^ )-^ (X , ;tr) 
given by F i( ;c i,..., A;ri)-=F(:iri,..., 2A;,^ -l, 1/2) is the sum / + /  on the at,*-i-axis> 
and also from (A2) the formula Fo'(:x;i»... , :\;w) == F(:;ci,... , 2 ^ ; ^ ,  1/2) gives 
the sum / + /  on the ^axis. By setting Ft^xi, , Xn) FQxi,  ^Xn^ 2*2xn- i^y 
Xn^  t!2') and F /(iV i,... ,  ^^ ) = Ft(A;i,. ..,  a;^ -2» 2^ :^,*, (  ^+ l)/2), we obtain null- 
homotopies of F i and F q respectively. Therefore 
(As) /  represents an element a o f  2[7rw(X)],
where 2[7Tw(X)] is the subgroup of itn^X  ^ generated by the elements of order 2.
Converselyforanyelem ent a of 2[7t?*(X)]» there exists a map F :  (jr^+i,/^+i) 
-^(X»^o) satisfying the conditions (A l), (A2) and (As)- Let F  and F  ^ be two 
maps which satisfy the above three conditions, and let /  and be the restricted 
maps as in (5. 1). Since /  and f '  represent the same element a, there is a 
homotopy f t : Xq) from f  =  fo to f ' =^fi- Define a homotopy
g t : (/"*. /^) (X , ATo) by a rule
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... ,AT/,) =  ... .  ^Xn^ 2y Xn^ -l!"^  ^ (:^ « + l)/2)
=  gtQx\y... (at«-i + 1)/2, a;J2) -= •*., (:Vw-i + l)/2, (a;w + 1)/2) ,
then we have 0^( 1^» = ••• »^w»l/2) and ..., a;w) = F^(:vi, ..., ^;ml/2).
Define two maps F+ and F - :  (X» atq) by setting
F^ -Cati , . . . ,X n sO  =  F(a:i ,... , , (2 -  30  /2) O ^   ^^  I /3,
=  1/3 ^ ^ ^ 2/3,
== F ^ U i, . . . ,  (3^ - l) / 2) 2/3 ^   ^^  I.
and
F-Cxi,  ... ,XnsO ■= F X xi,  ... ,Xns^t/2) O ^   ^^  1/3,
=  ••• »^0 1/3 ^  ^^ 2/3,
= F(;^i, . . . ,  , (3 -  3 0 /2) 2/3 S . / ^  I.
It is easily verified that the sum F++ (F +  F -)  on the -axis is homotopic 
to F^ Since F+Qxi,... , Xn^ i  ^Xn* Xn+i) = F+Qxi,... , Xn i^s Xn + ' l^^ * Xn+i) for 
^ 1/2, F+ is the sum F i  + F i  on the -axis, where F + (^ i,... , ;tr,*+i) = F+(:x:i,... , 
ATw-I» W 2,j^ w+i)» and hence the class of F+ belongs to 2(7Tw+i(X)). Similarly 
the class of F -  belongs to 2 (ttw+iCX)). Consequently we have
( 5. 2) c/«ss {F} o/ in 7rra+i(X)/27r^+i(X) depends only on a, and it is denoted 
by T (a).
If 2^^ 3» and if F i and F 2 are representatives of T(«) and T(/9) respectively, 
a representative F  of T (a  + /5) is given by the sum F i + F2 on the :vi-axis. 
Therefore T (a ) + T(i9) = T (a  + i3), and we obtain a homomorphism
(5. 3) T 2 : 2[7r .(X )] -> 7r.+i(X)/2;r.+i(X) (w ^ 3).
In the case ^ = 2, by theorem (5. 15) of [22] and the following theorem we have 
T(« + /3) = n^y.) + T(/3) + {[«, /9]}.
Theorem (5. 4) T (a ) /s c/«ss 0/ aoy^ ,^
To prove the theorem we shall give a representative of T^i)  by spherical 
mappings. Let e : (F^, S' ' “ ^ ) b e  the homeomorphism given by
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. . . . .  . where p =
2 ’ ’ 2 r  max ( U i l , ..., Ia:,^ !)
Define a map %i: 7 ^ + 1 by setting for 0^:^r,i-i^l/2 and 0<:Vw^l/2
%l(:^ ;i, ... ,X n A - l )  =  ••• * X n -2 y 2 x n y 2 X n  + l )  if O <  Xn + 1 ^  Xn^-I >
=  £ f "•' * n^—2y X^nt 2Xn—l  ^ if 1 ^  .^ w + 1 ^  I “ »
== £ (^'^ 1» ...» Xn—2 » 2 2x/j-}-i > 2aTw-1) if I jVw Xn-{-\ I » 
and by adjoining the condition
1^( 1^» •*. 9 X n+l  ^ “  ^1(^1» . • • » Xn-^ l >1 ATwfjVw+i) = 5^ i(aTi » . • • » 1» I Xnt ^w+l) • 
for the other values of Xn-i and Xn
Set L^={Cxi,... ,X n^i^er^^X n = l l 2.Xn^i^l/2} and Z - = {(r^i,... ,;c.^i) € 
7'*^iUw-i==1/2,jr7i+i^l/2}. We may represent a point (jtri,A;2) of by a radian 
^ such  that (cos sin ^) = (^1, 2^)* Define a m apping: %2: 
by setting
X2Cxiy. y Xn-hi) = -TtI^ 1/2<^ a;w<C1 and :rw+i=l/2 ,
= \  Arctan 0<;tr„_i<l/2 and 0<a;„+i<1/2 ,
=  f  0< ^ „_ i< l/2, Q<_xn<ll2 and ;c„+i = l/ 2 ,
=  I + Y  Arctew 0< a ; .< l/2 cwJ 1/2<a;„+i< 1  ,
=  3;r/4 l/ 2< a;„,-i< l, 0< x „ < l /2 and Xu^i=ll2 ,
= r r -1/2 Arctan l / 2< x „+ i< l awe? 0<Xm+i<1/2 ,
=  57t/4 1/2<;c„,_i<1, l / 2< ;f„ < l  ;«r„+i=l/2 ,
=  3/2; r - l /2 Arctew 1/2<at.< 1  «wd l/ 2< ;^ „+ i< l.
For a fixed point the inverse image is an open ;^-cube in
and %i maps homeomorpbically onto Therefore the formula
:^ (a:) = (%i(:v), %2(a;)) gives a homeomorphism X : 7 ^ - Z + - Z - -^(£'”' - 5”'"
X  S I .
Define a map 0: by 0(a:i,... , 3^ i, ... »/^3^1,/^>’2)»
where (:vi, ... , aTw) 6 Z;"*, (3^ 1, >>2) c and fi = ( l - x \ -  "• -xV)^  ^ then  ^ maps 
(£‘^-S^'“ i ) x S i  homeomorphically onto
Define a map cp: (/ '^ 1^,/”+ i ^ Z + ^ Z - ) b y  setting 
= ^Wx^)  for a;6/^ '^ i-/^ '-"1-Z + -Z-, 
and = ( % ! « ,  0,0) for  ^ ^ ^ Z + ^ Z -,
then (/^ maps -  L ^ -  L-^  homeomorphically onto
Since F  maps ^'^Z+^Z- into the single point a;o» there is a unique map 
H  : (X» ATo) such that F==Ho (p. It is verified from the definition
of (p that the map H  satisfies the conditions:
( B i )  HQ(j><iX\ , ... , XnyG)) =  Z/’C^C: !^, ... , Xn-\yXny TC -  d ) )  --7r/4 ^  ^ ^  TT/4  ,
(^2) ZT(0(:vi,... ,Xnyd)) = H{(!){xi,... -Xny^Tt-O)) tt/4: ^  0 ^ 3 tc/4t. ,
(Bs) and a map h\(^E'^.S^''^)(^ Xy x^  giving by /2(:^ i,... , ••• »
Xnyy^)) represents a-
Conversely, for any map H  : (X» a;o) satisfying the above three
conditions, the composite map Zf o : (7”'^ ,^ (X»-Yq) satisfies the
conditions (A l), (A2) and (As)-
Since does not cover the point (0,0, . . .  ,0 ,1)  of the map
is inessential in Hence the map /”-^i)-> is extendable
to /”+1 such tha:^  (/'(/'*^^)CS'''" .^ Obviously the Brouwer's degree of the resultant 
map (p: /^+2_>5«-+i 13 ±1.
The composite map Ho(p: [^+2^ ^  carries the subset /"+^into the reference 
point Xoy and hence H  0 (p represents the same element of rcn+iCX) with 
Z7o(/;|7^+i. Consequently the map H  satisfying the conditions (B i), CB2) ^nd
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( & )  represents ± T (« )= T (« )  € nr„+i(X)/27r„+i(X).
Let /?(,; ( £ ”, a:o) be a representative of « 6 2[ffM(X)]. then there is
a homotopy /zj: S ’*“ ^)-^(X,:ro) such that , Ar„)=/?o( i^> •••
since h\ represents — a and a = -  a.
Define a map H(>-. (S ”+ i,S ^ - i) ( X ,a t q )  by setting
HoQ<j>ixi, ■■ ,Xn<0}') =  h20 i ( x i ,  ,Xn) -ff/4^^^7r/4,
 ^ + 2
=  7r/4</^^37r/4 ,
=  ... , 3;r/4^ ^ ^ 57r/4 ,
=  ••• - - 0 )  57r/4^/^^77r/4 ,
then H o satisfies the conditions ( 5 i ) ,  ( ^ 2)  a.nd ( B 3) , and represents T (tt).
Give a homotopy / f t : by setting for
Hti(j)Qx\, ... , ••• - 7r/4^./?<7r/4 ,
;r/4^ ^ < 3;r/4 ,
=  ••• ’ a;«,) 37r/4^ ^ < 57r/4 ,
=  5;r/4^ ^ < 7W4 ,
and by setting for l ^ t ^ 2
Ht{(j)<ix\ , ... ,a;™, d')') =  /2o(,0(eC(-i))(xi.... .:>;».)) ,
=  ........ ^ ..)) n lA £ f l^ 3 n lA  ,
=  h(pceit-v+^c2-t}<ixi,.... ar )^) 3rc/4^ f}< 5j:l4:,
=  ^o(/)(^(f_i)^(2^+|_)(2_t))(:^l.- -:«»)) 5;r/4^ ^ ^ 7;r/4 ,
then H o is homotopic to H2 which is given by
H2(?i(Ari,... ,Xnyd)) = hoCpce^ Q^ iy ••• » AT^ O) •
Let CO: S'* be a map given by
... ,Xn  ^ ^  ... ,2xny /i--) for S  x l ^ l / 4: ,
for l/ 4^ S ; c f ^ l ,
where /^ - = - ( 1 - 4 S and / ( + = C l- S ( 1- 2x 0 )^^ - Then ft)l£'“- S “- i  is a 
homeomorphism, and there is a map W'.S'^-^X such that h^oco = ho, and h' 
represents ± a. Let Jin be the map given by
J^ nQ(I)Cxiy  ^“ ,Xnyd)) = Co{re{Xl> ••. y Xrd) ,
then H.2 = hf O
For ^ ^ 2, Jx^ : is the Hopf construction of a mapping ^2l0(S^ixS^)
of type (^i,fi), where S'^^={(^xi,x2)\x\ + xl=^ll2], and ^iS^ixS^ is a homeo­
morphism. Therefore the Hopf invariant of is ±.'4 and represents
±^2 € TTsCS^ ).
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For w > 2, ]xn'. maps hemispheres into hemispheres
E h  and E - i  respectively, and we have J i n i x z , , Xn+{) =  P^n-iix2, ■■ ,Xn*\')')- 
Hence Jx„ is homotopic to ( — and by induction we see that Jin 
represents tin 6 !t«+i(S”).
Consequently we have
T (a ) =  {Ho} =  {Hi] =  {h'ojin] =  ±{a°7in\ =  in ;r,HiCX)2/7r„-n(X)
and the proof of the theorem (5. 4) is accomplished.
ii) Assume that elements a € 7rr(S*)> I? 6 TZmCS’’) and j' € ffre(S“ ) satisfy conditions 
«0^=0, and i3oj-=0. Let / ;  and /?: be representatives
of «, i3 and j- respectively, and let F e : and G t : be nullhomotopies
of / O g - F o  and Ji = G q. Define a map H : by the rule
( 5. 5) Hidn{x,t')) ^ f iG tix ') ')
=  F-tiKx-)-)
The construction of H  depends on the choice of / ,  g, h< Fe and Ge- Let H '  be 
another construction as above with respect to g', h', F ' t  and G / , and let 
/ e ^ge  and he be homotopies from f= f^ ,g = g Q  and Ji=Iio to g '= g \  and
Ji'=Jii respectively. Define a homotopy H t '- by
H rC dn ix ,  0 )  =  M G ( . 2 e - r V C Z - M )  O ^ r / 2 ^ / ^ 1 .
=  /T(gT+2t{hT+2eCx))') O ^ f^ r / 2 ^ 1 ,
=  fr^2e{gr^2eihr(x^^) -  1 ^ -  T/2^i^0 ,
=  Fc7+20/(t-2)(/zt(x)) - l ^ i ^ - r / 2 ^ 0 ,
then H o = H  and H i \ S ’' = H ' \ S ’'- Define two maps H+ and H - :  S* by
H+Cduix. 0 )  = HiCduCx. #)) .
= H'idnix, -  #)) -  l < ^ ^ 0  , 
and H-id»ix,  /)) = HXdn{x, - / ) )  ,
= Hiidnix,t')')
then i?+ represents an element of «o;tm+i(S'') and H -  represents an element of 
vim+i(S®)°£(r)> where «on:„+i(S'') and n-™+i(S'')o£((3) are subgroups of 7Tk+i(S0 
consisted of the elements of the forms a°Z  and f  o£(/3) (C € 7Th+i(S®), ? £ 7t,i+i(S®)) 
respectively. A s is easily seen, the sum H + + ( i f ' + H - )  is homotopic to H i, 
and therefore
(5. 6) tJie class o f  H  in 7:n+i(S®)/«off!j+i(S’’) + 7rm+i(S*)o£(r) depends only on 
a,  ^ and y, and it is denoted by {a,0,y}-
Theorem (5. 7) J f  ■^■Kni.S^ y] and i f  2<^ w<C2r  —2, then
{2r, a, 2„] =  T (a) = {a ° iJm} in n-m+i(S’')/2rtra+i(S’‘) •
Sincethesuspension homomorphism E : 7Zh- iQS’'~'‘- ' ) nuCS’") is an isomor-
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pbism onto for there is an element a' of 7Tw,-i(S “^ )^ sucli that EQa^ ') =^ a
and 2 a / By ( 2. 5) we have 2 cr o a ^ O r  +  cr) o =  E W ) - h E C ^ / )  =  2 a ^ 0 .
Let /^ : >>>!0 be a representative of (/, and let g /  : y^)
-> be a nullhomotopy of / ^ o 2w-i=^o^ where 2^: S ”* S ”* ( w>l )  is a
map of degree 2 given by
2mCdm-lCx* 0 ) == dm-lix. 2^ -1) 0^ ^ <1  ,
Set /  = E f^  and g^=Eg/> then /  represents a and gt is a nullhomotopy of 
f  ^ E2n^i = gQ, Let ft; : (S ^  be a nullhomotopy of 2ro f  =  /o* Then
{2cr,a.2cn} is iepresented by a map H : y ^ ^ ' ) * y^') given by
HCdnCx. 0 )  0 ^ ^ < 1 ,
==/_,(E2. - iU ) )
Now we shall calculate the composite map i f  o : ( 7 ^ + 1 , (S ,^  3^ )^ 
which is a representative of {2crya,2'u}- Since ••• » • • •  »
2jrm +i-l) and 2„^(dm-iCx, t)}=2m(dm-^iCx,t-hl)) for we have
HQ(pn^-\(^X\ 9 ••• » =  H( d^n( 4^ '^n(^X\9 ••• » 2j\7ji+i
= 2y(£'^2f-lC<^ w—lC<»^w—iCaTi> •.. »Xi^ -i)»2Ar7i — I}} — 2rC£?r—lC^2f—](^W— ‘ ‘ — I}}
— 2r(6?7— ... »jVTw-i)), 2jv,i +  l ) )
= i/ ( 0w-M(JtTi,. .. ,  AT?z-i,:\r?*-fl/2, a;«4-i)) for 0^Xn^l!2  and ll2^%n^\=^t<X ,
H( (^pnA-l(^X\» *.. > Xn-i-v)  ^— H(idn(^ipn(^X\9 ...» 2aTw+1~”1)}
... , 2 ;^^  —I)))
~ y*I—2tC^ ^^ ~lC2w—i(^ /n~2C0w<—2( 1^» • • • » 2)» 2Xn I ) )
~ f  \'-2 t(^dn—l(^ 2 u—l(^dn-''2.(^ (pn—2(^X\ » ... > Xn—2^ f 2jfw-l + 1})» 2aTw —I ) }
-=H((/^w,+i(a;i, ... 9 Xn--I + ! /2, XnyXn- i^)) for 0^:vrw-.i<l/2 and 0^Xn-\ = t^XI2,
and ... y Xn--I  ^Xn^\l2 yXnl2 , \ l 2 y)
=  H.(idn<iipn{xiy ... 9 Xn--2 * Xn--ll2, Xn!2'),()')
=  (2r 0  E f '  0 ... , Xn-~2 i Xn-ll2')j ATw-I))
— 2(^dr-’l(^f'(J2n^\Qdn—2^ 4''n-‘'lQxii ••. » 2)» 1 1))» I ) )
“  dr—\(^f'( d^n-2(^ 4^n--2(^ X\i .•• > AJw-2)* 2j\;w,-i —1))2:\;/,,—I)
=  d r^ iC fX (P n - iC x i , ... ,:^;?2-i)),2:r„,-l) 
f i 4 ’n { x i ,  ...
Therefore H  satisfies the conditions (A i), (A2) and (As)* and represents T(^c). 
Consequently we obtain {2:^ , «> 2^4 = {H} = T(«) in 7r j^+i(S'*)/2;r,i4-i(S'').
Lemma (5. 8) Tf elements a 6 7Tr(S0» 0 € TimCS^ ), X  ^7r (^S )^  ^€ 7Tz(S^ 0 satisfy  
(L 0 /3=0, /3 0 '/=0, and y ^ ^ ^ O,
6C0 {0,-/> (5} ^  {a,/3, 0  J5;(-^) 7Tz+i(S0A>i ° 7T?i+i(S'’) 0 £'(^).
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In the lemma, and {a,/3, o are classes of «oC and
(for elements C 6 {|3,r, and k»/3,/"}) respectively in the factor 
group ;rj4.i(S0/« ° (13 O 7rj+i(S”‘) + 7r„+.i(S’') ° E W )  =  7r,+i(S0/« ° tt^+iCSO o £ ( 5) 
=  ;r,+i(SO/(«°?r.-M(SO + ? rm + i(S *)°£ '(r))°£ (-5). Let and k be repre­
sentatives of «, |3,/' and 8, and let F t. Gt and Ht be nullhomotopies of f o g ,  g o h  
and h ° k  respectively. Consider a homotopy K t '. which is given by
K M x ,  0 )  =  f  (.GciKx))) ,
=  F t ^ r - n i H - M )  -  ,
then Ko represents {«,(3,7} o £;( —5) and i f i represents «0 {j3,j- ,5}, and it follows 
from this that we have the lemma.
ill) In this section we shall use the notations of the previous section and 
assume that a o ^^0, and  ^Oy=^ O,
Let be a cell complex, in which is attached to by a
characteristic map a: S'") CK" " / such that a\S^=^f represents a-
Define a mapping, g: by setting
Kdm( x^  ^tT) = a.(idJig{x)y 0 )  ,
then f  represents an element 0 of
Lemma (5. 9) g o E(^K) is homotopic to a mapping which represents
The lemma follows from a homotopy H t given by
Hr^dnix, t) = a C dn C G M ,  0 )  0<^^1 ,
- F - t ( K ^ ) )  - l ^ t ^ O .
iv) For example, consider an element C 6 ;ir+3(S'') of 2 r^+i» 7?y+i}» then from
(5. 8) we have 2C=C o 2 r^+3 ‘^3??‘ o ? for an element 6 of {2fr+i> 2r,.+2}» and 
from (5. 7) {2;r-fi,^r-M, 2^ r+2} o 7?r+2 in TZr+sCS"''^ )^ ( r > 3). Therefore 
Lemma (5. 10) There is an element C o f  such that 2 :^ =^ yjr o y]r-^ \ o ')?r+2^ -0»
C has order 4. ( r ^ 3).
Chapter 6. Eilenberg-MacLane complex.
Let KQII^n) be the complex of a (abelian) group 77 which is defined and 
treated by S. EiIenberg and S. MacLane [ 7]. A  ^-cell of i f ( 77, ^) is an n- 
dimensional cocycle  ^Z \ U )  of the ^-dimensional ordered simplex Aq. 
The suspension homomorphism S: 7i7Q(7f ( 77,^ ))-> 77‘Q+i(7f ( 77,tz+ 1)) is given by 
setting - 4 "^  ^ where (jg+i(^ )= 0  6 77 and T(7^  is defined for each Qn+ 1)-
dimensional ordered subsimplex (/*0» ••• > ^w+i) of z/q+i ^ ( 0, ,  ^+ 1) such as
»n7,+i) = ••• >^ w.) if rn+i-==q + ly
==0 i f r w4i < ^  + l .
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S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane reduced the complex K U L n ')  to A(TLn)  and 
calculated the following results for the infinite cycle group Z ,
Hn-^iQKQZ. -  O ^ I ,  Hn^2(KCZ. n)) = Z 2   ^ 3 ,
Hn^3QKQZ,n)) =O  72^ 4 , Hn^,{K(iZ,n)) =^Z2 + Zs  72 > 5 ,
(6. 1) Hn-^sCKCZ,n)) =O n;>Q, H n M i Z .  n)) = Z  2 + Z  2 n > ^ l , 
Hn+i(^K(Zy n)) =  O ^  8 , HnA-^QK(Zyn)) = Z 2 + Z 2-^ Z^ s -A-Z^ Tir !:9 , 
H n ^ i Z . n ) )  = Z 2  ^ :> 10.
In particular, H n^\(K(Z,n))  are calculated for lower dimensions:
(6.2) H e ( K ( Z ,2 ) ) = Z ,  H , ( K ( Z , 3) ) = Z s ^ m ( K ( Z A ) ) = Z  + Zs and the suspen­
sion homomorphism S : H 6 ( K C Z * 2 ) ) H i C K ( Z , 3)) is onto and the (n-'^)-fold  
suspension : Hi(K(Z,"^))-^ Hn-\-\(K(Z,n)) is an isomorphism into-
Let Kn be a CTF-complex such that its (/i + l)-skeleton is an ;?-sphere S'* 
and honaotopy groups Hi(Kn) for i^ n  vanish. The existence of such a complex 
was shown by J.H. C. Whitehead [24]. Furthermore we may assume that the 
(w + ^ )-skeleton Kn' '^  ^ of Kn is a fi.nite cell complex, for the homotopy groups 
of a fi.nite complex are finitely generated (cf. [14]). Therefore the singular 
homology groups of Kn coincide to the usual homology groups.
Consider the suspended space ^K=E(Kti)  of Kn with reference point 
 ^ S^CKny then ^K is also a cell complex and its (^ + 2)-skeleton is
Let % :  ^ characteristic map of a
cell and let a mapping f : ' KnXl(k7:^ 2^) be given, then
the composite map / o (% |S ”‘'^ )^ represents an element of Ttn^ -Ic(KnXl)- Since 
7rw,+fc(i^Sti'*'O = 7rw-+fc(^ w+i) = 0 k > X  there is a mapping 
(KnXi^^y K n tl)  such that X'\S''-^^  = fo(x\S'^"^)- A  mapping 7^  0 %-i defines an 
exte sion of /  over By induction we obtain a mapping
fo: E ( K n ) ^  Kn^l
such that /olS^ is the identical map and /0 maps the (^ + ^ )-skeleton of E(K n)  
into the (7i + y^)-skeleton of Kn- i^-
Let Sn-i(Kn^ be a subcomplex of the singular complex S(Kn)  of Kn con­
sisted of the simplexes T^: Jq~>Kn such that T  maps the (72-l)-subsim p’ex 
of Aq into Define a suspended simplex EXT"^): J q + i E( Kn)  of by 
setting E^(T^)(^» ••• » ^q-m)^6?(T(>^ o» ••• »-^0 » 2;q+i-1) for the barycentric repre­
sentative (^ kQ * ••• » '^Q+i) of a point of Aq-^ -i. Define a chain transformation 
s^• Sn-i(Kn)~>Sn(Kn^i) by Setting SXT^) =  f f ( E X T ^ ) ) - n ^ ^  where TTKAq ^ i )  
=  then we obtain a suspension homomorphism S^: W  (Sn-i(Kn))  
Hq-i-i(Sn(K w+i)).
Lemma (6 .3) Let tcn: K (Z , n) Sn-i(Kn)  C S (K n )  be the natural chain 
equivalence given in [6]» then we can choose a natural chain equivalence
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/cn+i: /T(Z, w + 1) —> Sw(i^w+i) such that S '  ^ fCn=tCn+\o S- 
Therefore we have a commutative diagram
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7^1+1
HqQKn) ----> Hq \^( K^nA-\)
\
/ / o
where Kn^ i and E  are isomorphisms.
Now we shall prove an important lemma:
Lemma (6. 4) w)) ^
In the following diagram
/ i l  |9 i
^  7r.+,+i(/rr*^+^ — > 7r„+*+i(/irr "=+2. a :”+«=+i )  
t  •
/ 9o
Ttn. ,+ i ( / i r r  *+2) 7T„4,(^:r.+*=+2)
* 2*
the exactness of each direct sequences and the commutativity relations hold. By 
a simple algebraic lemma of T . Kudo [13, II, lemma I], there is an isomorphism: 
kernel d% Ihernel i f  ^  kernel j i  j  kernel j i -  Since ;r„+fc+i = o ,
Ttn^ Tc+iiK^ -^ ’^ -^ '^) =  7tn+!c i^iKn) =  O and =  7T„+ifc(^ r„) =  0 . W6 have
H n+k+iCKn')—kernel dzUmage Qt=kernel dijkernel i^^kernel jilkernel jl=nn^ ■lc+l 
{Kn^^,K'l-^^-'^')lirnagei?t^-Kn*}c{Kn*^~'^')limaged, and the proof ot lemma is 
established.
R em arkthatin  the lemma (6 .4), is the (« + yfe)-skeIeton of Kn,  but we
may assume that /?” +* is an (w + A)-demensional complex such that its (•» + ! ) -  
skeleton is S" and 7r«(^”+*')=0 for n<3 <Cn + k< because we can construct a 
complex K „  whose (?«+jfe)-skeleton is
For w >3, we define a cell complex /^” +3 as follows.
( 6 . 5 ) i  =  S “^ e" + 2^ e" + 3.
(6.5)2 is attached to S” by a characteristic map ^n: ( £ ”+2,s«+i)_y (5«^ 
e“+2,S”) such that represents 1?«6 7rn+i(S”) and £ (? n lS ”-^i)=?«+ilS'‘ -^2, 
then we have = K l t l  for n^2.
(6.5)3 e”+3 is attached to S ’"^e’''^^=KZ*  ^ by a characteristic map Ck : 
( ^ ” +2^gn+3,^»+3) where CmIS”+^  is given as follows. For w = 3, let 2 ; (Jg|, S'*) 
CE ,^ S*) be a mapping of degree 2, then there is a mapping h: E t - ^  such
that h\S*={^ s°2y\S  ^ for 25? „= 0 . The mapping C3IS® is defined by setting 
C s l f i i = ^ s O2 and C s lfil= ^  For « > 3, C^IS’’+^  is defined by setting C«1S” 2^
= £ (C m- i |S”+ )^ inductively, then It is easily verified that a
generator Q„ of is represented by for and that
(6. 6) ;r„+i(.K:^2) = o  awd = 0 for «;>3 .
By (5. 9), (Cm|S”^^ )o:?m+2 is homotopic to an representative C of {i? 
in and by (5. 10) we have 2C=')j’w o ?^^ +l o ^+2. Since a generator of the
image of d: S^) tt +^sCS^ ) is 0 0 and a generator of the
image of d: 7rw+4(iT '^^3,/^jj+2) and since they are not trival,
we obtain
( 6. 7) The boundary homomorphisms 0 : 7rw+4(^w‘^  ^^w^^) ^  7r^ +3( ^ 5^^^ ) and 
0*: 7Tw+4(^w^^, S^)-^ ;tw+3(S'*) are isomorphisms into for  ^ ^ 3.
Chapter 7. The group rcn+sQS^ ).
Applying the lemma ( 6. 4) to the complex of (6. 5), we have from
( 6. 1) Z 2 + Z 3^ 7r.+4( / ^ r 2)/5(7r.+4(« -^ 3,/^-^2)) f o r ; 2> 5 .
By (6. 7), d: rcn+^ QKJ^ '^ ,^ is isomorphic and must
0
have 12 elements. In the exact sequence 7:^ +4 S'*)----> tt^ +s (S '")---->
j
----> 7r^ +3(-^ w'^ »^ S'*)---->71 4^-2(5'*), is isomorphism onto and hence
2* is onto, while (6. 7) shows that d is isomorphism into and therefore 7T7z+3(S^ ) 
must have 24 elements. By (4. 3) 7T6(S^ ) has 12 elements and by (5. 10) it 
contains an element of order four, therefore is cyclic group of order 12.
The only element of order 2 in 7T6(S^) is ° ‘J?4 0 5^ and its Hopf invariant is 
trivial, then «3 must have order 4 or 12 for iJ( /^3) = ‘J?64 0^. Since «ti=2vw for 
n ^ 5, Vn has order 8 or 24, and we obtain.
Proposition ( 7. 1) 7T6(S-^)=Zi2. n'7(S '^ )= Z + Z i2 and 7Tw+3(S '*)= Z 24 for n ^ 5.
Now we shall calculate generators of these groups.
Let be the complex projective space, and let he
its cell decomposition as in (4. iv) with characteristic maps _^w-i: (£2^ *, 52»*-!)
(M2^ such that pu-i=pu--i\S '^ '^'  ^ are fibre maps with fibre S .^ Then
pn induces isomorphisms pt: S^) -> Let K 2 be the limit space
U then and is the complex given in (6. 5), and the homotopy
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groups of K2 are trivia] except tx2^K2)=Z- Next we construct a complex K l
whose i-th  homotopy groups vanish for 3</<^7 . In the exact sequence: 
0 0^
S^)----> n(,iS’"'')~-^ 7t(y(^ Kl')—>TCG{Kl,S)----> 7T5(S^), d and d' are isomorphisms
into and 7ro(S‘O ^ Z i 2» hence and its generator is represented by a
mapping g:  which represents a generator of 7r6(S‘^ ). Define Kl=^K^^ e^'^
with characteristic mapping f  : (£'^ S '"0 S'O such that gl ^ then
TTo^ iKs')=O for 3< / < 7, and we can construct the complex such that its
7-skeleton is K^,
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Let /o: E-(iK2)-^Kz be a mapping given in Chapter 6, then (6. 3) and ( 6. 2) 
shows that f%: HiQE<iK2))=^Z is onto, and therefore /o maps
£(^ 6^  onto e’^  with degree ky where k is prime to 3. This implies that E p z : 
Kl=E(^M'^') represents an element of degree 3 or 6 in jteCKl^. Consider a 
diagram
7T5(S^)----> TCsQK2^  ----> 715(^2 » S^) ----> 7T4( S 2)
E I e ^
TteQS )^----> TCeQKI -^---> neQKI, S^) .
From (3. 14), noQKtyS^) has direct factor isomorphic to Z , and its generator is 
the relative product li2yC4]r for generators f2€ 7T2(S^) and c^^n^QK^y Since 
7t4(S^)=Z2 and [f2» ^2]-=Oio) there is an element)^ Ofrrs(Kt) 
such that y(/0 = [^ 2»^ 4] and E O ')  is an element of ne^Kl) which has order 3 
or 6. By lemma (2. 32) az is an element of ne(S^) such that z%az)=E(T)-  
Consequently as must have order 12 and generate 7T6(S^ ). By (4. 3) we have that 
Vw has order 24 and generates nn+sQS'') tor n ^ 5. We have 
Theorem ( 7. 2) i)  ne^S^)^ Z12 and its generator is as,
ii) 7:7(5^)« Z + Z12 and its generators are V4 and «4.
iii) 7r^ +3(S^) ^  Z24 for  ^!>5 and its generator is Vn- 
And also we have relations
( 7. 3) 6v« = 3«w = CwO 7?w+2 in  6vw€ {y^ ny 2cn+\y y]n+i} and 12i^ n =  6aw =
VnO T^ n+1 0 T^ n+2 for  /2^ 5.
Chapter 8. Caluculations in higher dimensions.
i)  In this chapter, our calculations are teated for sufficiently large values of n, 
such that the exision theorem (I. 23) holds, for example we may assume ^ > 10.
Define a cell complex as follows.
( 8. l ) i  is defined as in (6. 5).
(8.1)2 e~^ ^^  is attaced to S'^CK '^^  ^ by a characteristic map 
(gwLj ?^?+4^ 5^) such that represents the generator of 7Tw+3(S^).
(8.1)3 is attached to  ^ by a characteristic may _> 
(K l^ \K l^ ^ )  as follows, set L l E r /  = ^ -°6 where £r+"=^?^+3(S^^3x[1/2 ,1]) 
and 6: (£;+V, -> (£"*+4^  5^+3) is a mapping of degree 6, and set 
--=Cw0^ w+3 where ^^ +3: -> (^^+3  ^5/^ +2) repiesents generator
of 7tn-v\ (E^ ^^ y^ S^+2), then we can extend the mapping In over the subset 
Int. into Kl^^ for 6vw = CwOo?w+2 in K l^ ‘^ .
(8.1)4 is attaced to CKl^^ by a characteristic map ^^ +4 : 
-->(Kl-^^yKl-^^) as follows, set yjn^ \^ET^ =^ n^oyjn-^^  where ^w+4: (£:++5, S^+4) ^  
(£-w-h4, s^ -+3) represents generator 0-i^w+3 of 7rw-f5(£^ '*^ .^ and extend the 
mapping ^w+i|S^^4. over E' J^^  such that t?w+4(£‘-^^)CS'* for VwO*>?w+3-=0.
10) Since g \  S^x  in iii) of Ch. 4 has type we have [^ 2»''Q2] ^ [ ’Q2>‘2 ]^ 0  by (2.26).
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( 8. l)s  is attached to by a characteristic may v«+2; (ii-”'''®. 
as follows, set n^^ \^El^^ =-rinOVn^  ^ where
(£;”+2,S^+i) represents the generator of extend
the mapping . s^ -i-4 ^  over such that C  for
y]n O J^w+1=0.
For convenience, we shall use the following notations in the chapter: 
7rf:-7r^-^.(^S+0»^r-7r^-^.(S^) and By (1.27), C \r - t ' )
is isomorphic to the (^ + ^ )-dimensional chain group with coefficent group TTr-f 
for sufficiently large n- 
In a diagram
r^ i
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if, Ji.
subsequences ---- > 7t^ “ 1 — tt^  ■— > C X r -S ^ ---->---- - 7r^ _} 7rf-i -> O are exact,
and the composite homomorphisms C ^ r - s )  nrZl —s) are the boundary
homomorphism of the chain groups.
We already know that nl 7:3 = Z 2a  ^ Z 12 * Tz'i = Z 6 and the injection
homomorphisms : m ----> 7t§----> nl are onto,
ii) The image of dl is generated by d{un} and is the generator of Trf 
and Ttf, hence dt is onto and 7:3=0. The complex has the homotopy groups 
for and we have from (6. 4) and (6. 1)
O = ^  nil image d l .
Hence dl is onto and is trivial. The image of dl is generated by 0 
therefore we have The image of d\ is generated by 0 °
=6v?2 0 and hence The image of dl is generated by 0
and hence 7:4=0. Consequently we have
11) Cf. C4.4) and (4.5).
12) Cf. (7 .3).
Proposition (8 .3 ) 7Tw+4(S’*) =  O for  •
ii i)  Since Ttl=O, ttJ is isomorphic to the kernel of ^4. 7t|=^6 » C^(O)=Z and 
04 is onto, so we have that a generator of dt is represented by a mapping of 
degree 6. Let an element of nt be presented by then is 
represented by a mapping of degree 6 and therefore j tC ? n )  generates the kernel 
of dt- Consequently we have that generates Tti and is onto, hence Ttl =  O. 
Applying ( 6. 4) and (6. 1) to the complex which has the homotopy groups 
Tti(iKn'^ )^=0 for we have
Z2+Z2  =  Hn+eQKn) ^  TtlUmage d% .
The image of d% is generated by Since incidence number . ^^ +4]
=6, we have y}nA-^ =^0, hence there is an element of 7r| such that
From the structure of the mapping we have easily that 
the imag  is the non-zero element of C^=Z2» hence ^n^y}n- s^=0, image
dl=Z2  and the group rtt must have form Z2+ Z2+ Z2 or Z2+Z4- Let c tts be 
represented by, then (^O is the generator of C^(I) = Z2. If
we have 2 '^=?^0^^^+5. The mapping however, does not cover the
cell therefore we have 2t]'=0  in and 7r|-=Z2+Z2+Z2- Since the image
of dt is generated by PnO Vn-\-^ =0, we have 7ri=Z2+Z2» j l  is onto and 
image 2*|=Z2- Let ui be a generator of C^(3) = Z 24- Since the incidence number 
[gW4-3. we can chose a generator 2^ of C2=Z24 such that yio^(vi)=2v2»
hence image d l = Z 24. or Z u -  Since 12(CwO Vw+2) = Cw0l2vw+2=Cw0‘35'w+2 0^ w+3 0^ 4^.4 12) 
=6v,iO<3;>^ +3 o-jy,;,4.4=0 in we have image Of= Z 12 and n\/Zi2=Z2- Since
is trivial, j\ is onto and therefore isomorphism onto. It is easily seen that a 
generator v' of 7r i= Z 24 is represented by the mapping vw+2lS”'^ .^ Since 714=0, 
we have C K 4 )= 0  and
Proposition (8 .4 ) 7r,i+5(S'*) =  O for n ^ 7 .
iv) The generators of 7r5-=Z2+Z2 are f i ( V )  and 25 0 /f 0 f|(vO» and they are 
also the image of d t . Hence Trf =O and has the homotopy groups _-==0i 3) 
for n<Ci<in + Q- From (6. 4) and , (6. 1) we have
O = Hn-^iiKrd = TtlUmage d i , 
and 07 is onto. An analogeous consideration as in iii) and the fact Vn^z=O 
show that
image =  Z2+Z2  or Z2 -= 0 , p' 0 » image j l  = O , 
image =  Z2 = {Sn 0 y^ n+^  0 image j% =  Z 2 »
image d"i =  Z2 or O =  0 i^ w+3}» image j l  =  Z 2 » 
image = image j l  = image = O , 
and that there are elements ai^Tt  ^ and a2 ^Ttl such that itCaO=^v'  ^ (>/2)
13) Cf. (4. 6).
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= and (^>'-2)4"0 . Consequently we have
Proposition (8. 5) 7t^ +6(S'')=:0 or Z 2 or Z 2 + Z 2 for  ^^8.
v) To prove the non-triviality of ne* we construct a complex whose
homotopy groups th{KV^ ' '^) vanish for ^ < /< ^  + 7. If we assume Tta=O, we can 
prove that the group H n-^^ K^n) = Tz^Hmage d\ must contain a group of 8-element 
and this contradict to (6. 1).
Proposition (8 .6 ) nn^-t iS^')=Z 2 or Z2+Z2 for n^S, and the generators o f  
which are and an element o f  Vw+i,Tyw+4}.
Fur ther calculations show
Proposition (8 .7 ) I f  r t ^  we have 7Tw+7(S ^ )= Z i5 + G where G is a group 
o f  2  ^ elements (3^ ^ ^ 8).
ii) I f  72^ 10, we have that is a group o f  2  ^ elements-
Appendix I. The homotopy groups of the suspended 
space of the projective plane.
Let y 2 be the real projective plane, and let Y  ^= S "^ e^  ^ be its cell decomposi­
tion in which the cell is attached to by a mapping of degree 2. Let 
be the ( ^ - l) - fo ld  suspended space of then is also a cell
complex with a characteristic mapping ^ S ^ ) (Y^+i ,  S'*) such that 
CojS^=CO is a mapping of degree 2. By ( 1. 26) the characteristic mapping w 
induces the isomorphism co*: 7Ti>(E^ '*‘  ^S ”) -> 7r2>(Y'”'^  ^S^) for p ^ 2n--2. Since the
boundary homomorphism 0 : 7T2,(E'*^ ,^ S”) -> 7r2>-i(S^) is isomorphism, we obtain 
fO *  A  w *  
an exact se q u e n ce------- > 7T2)(S^)----> 7Ti>(y^+i)----> 7ri,-i(S^)----> ----> •••
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by setting J = O  0  0  j  for p ^ 2 n - 2 .  Since : 7r i , - . 2 ( S ^ " * ^ ) - >  T T i , - 1 ( S ^ )  is onto 
for p<2n-^^  we have o)%a')=2cn^ a=^ 2cnO E(/ =2Ea^ = 2a, and therefore the 
kernel of o)^ ' is the subgroup 2[7T2>-i(S^)] and the image of i  ^ is isomorphic to 
7 T p (S '0 /2 ;r /S -) .
Lemma I f  y is an element o f  7r2,(y*+i) such that J (r) = « €  7rp-i(S''), then
2;'=?■*(« 0
The lemma follows from ( 5. 9) and ( 5. 7). Applying
of TTnCS’’) we have
Theorem i) TTu == Z 2 n ' ^ \ .
ii) Z 2
iii) TT^ +aCy^ -^ i) = Z4 « > -4  ,
iv) ! n >- 5 ,
V) =-z^ n T'' 6 ,
Vi) 7r«+r,cy” '-i) = O n l ,
vii) 7r„+„(y”-"0 = z% or .ZzA-Z<i JJ _ 8 .
Appendix 2. Lower dimensional cases
Recently P. Sree, [16] has provided that there is a homomorphism: ;rw-2(S2^ ""^ )
TtnCS^ ; E+f EL)  and which is onto for n ^ 3r —4 and isomorphic for n<C^r-4.
By (3. 13) 7tn(S^; E - )  has a direct factor isomorphic to 7tn-i-i(S^ )^ for n ^ 3r - 4.
Therefore the homomorphism F  : 7Vn--r+i(EL, 7tn(S^; E  + , E L )  given by
P (a) = [a, CrJf is isomorphism onto for n < 3r - 4, where cr is a generator of
A E
7Tr(£+, S'*-!). The exctness of the sequence 7r^ +2(S'*+i; E+'^ \ E ''J^ )----> 7tn(S' )^----^
7Tw+i(S^+!) shows that the kernel of suspension homomorphism E',TCvJiS )^ ^  
7rw+i(S'’+0 is generated by the Whitehead product [a, (a € 7r,i-r+i(S'‘)) for 
n ^ r - 3.
The following list of special Whitehead product is verified ( n ^ 3r ~ S )
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n 8 9 9 10 11 11 12 13 I
I  ^ 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 7
[ c 5 , C 5] 4=0 h  . O V I S ;  t 4] 4=0 [ r i 5, ^ s ] H =0 [ } 6y t 6] 4=0 5^]=4=0 [n6,t6]=t=0 D7,t7]=H0|
[^6, f6]-=0 and [f7,f7]=0 follow from (2. 26) and the fact that there are mappings 
Ot types (yjeyte) and By ( 7. 3), (2. 23) and ( 4. 6) we have [7^ 50^ 6» s^]
= V50 0 ^ 9 ^^10^i^5°12v8=12^50^8=0. Since f6]=2fi2=H0 we have [f6»f6]=l=0.
The fact [7^ ,^ 0 and [fs. s^l-=Vs 0 is already verified in (4. 4) and
(4. 5). From (2. 23) we have [”3?4 0 5^» ° ° and [^5» s^] = vs 0 0‘Jj’? •
Since H(a3 ° "jye 0 7^)='J?6  ^ ° and iif(v4 0 7^ ° ‘35’8) = ’J?8 ^‘J?94=0» we have by
(4. 2y EQaz oyj^o tj>7)4^ 0 and E<iv/^  0 5^)7 0 ^8)4 =0.
Therefore the exactness of the sequence ■ 
A E
7 r ^ - * - 2 ( S " - * - i ; E V \  E L ^ ^ )  — >  ; r . ( S O ---------- >  7 r . 4 - i ( S " ^ i )  -
Ttn l^QS )^----> TT^ -f2(S"-^l)---->
••• leads the following reselts ;
i)  E : TtsCS )^ TTgCS^ ) ZS onto and its kernel is generated by
ii)  E \  7T9(S^)-> 7Tio(S )^ is onto and its kernel is generated by 1^ 5 ^ Vs»
iii) E : 7rio(S^)-^ 7rn(S^) is onto its kernel is generated by  ^t 0 vs 0 >
iv)  E : TTio(SS) 7Tii(S )^ maps into the subgroup o f  nnQS^) which is generated 
by the elements o f  the H op f invariants 0, and the kernel o f  E  is generated 
by
v) E :  TViiCS^ ) TTuQS' )^ is onto and its kernel is generated by
v i)  E \  T T i i ( S S ) 7Ti2(S6) /5 isomorphism onto,
vii) E  : tti2(S6)-^ 7Ti3(SO is isomorphism onto,
viii)  E  : tti3(S'^)-> TtuQS^) is isomorphism onto- 
Summarizing the results of 7Tri(S^ ) we obtain;
a) Ttn(S^)=Z fo r  n ^ h  TT^ i(Si)==O fo r  n ^ l  and tt^(S'‘)--0  fo r  n<Cr-
b) 7r3(S2)=z= {^ 2} and ttw+i(S^)^Z2= {^4 fo r  n> 3.
c )  7rn-h2( S '^ ) = ^ 2=  {vn O f  QT 71^2,
d )  7r5( S 2) = Z 2= h 2 ° ^ 3  0 ‘)?4}» TCeQS^ )= Z 12=^  Ws} * TTvCS^)=Z +  Z l 2 =  {^4} +  {«4} and 
7t^4-3(S'*)--=Z24-= {v4  f o r  n ^5,
e )  7T6( S 2) = Z 2=  {^2°<X3} , 7T7( S 3) = Z 2=  {^30^4}» 7rs(S^) = Z 2 +  Z 2 =  {'>^40^5} +  {V40 'J^7}, 
7tg(S^)=Z2= {j^ 5 O Vsj and  7rw+4( S ^ ) =  fo r  n '^ .
f  )  7T7(S2)=Z2--= {')?20‘3^30^4}, TTs(SS) = Z 2=  {^3 ° V4 ° » 7T9(S^) = ^ 2 +  Z 2 =  {^4 0V50'J?8} 
+  {V4O-J^ tO-3^8}» 7rio (S 5) = Z 2=  {v50‘35’80‘3?9}» TTnCS^)= Z  =  [ f 6» and 7Tn+5QS^ )=-0 f o r  
n'^ l-
g )  7tn+6CS^)=Z2={l^nOl^n+3} Or = Z 2+  Z 2 =  {V/i O v^+g} +  , ^^+4} f  Or n^S.
The essentiality of vn o is follows from (4. 2).
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